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Abstract
In 2003 the Belle collaboration announced the discovery of the X(3872) particle. This
was confirmed shortly thereafter by the CDF, D0 and BaBar collaborations, and later by the
LHCb collaboration. Based on the decay modes that have been observed to date, it is clear
that this particle is a hadron, that is, a composite particle that experiences the strong nuclear
force. The X(3872) was found within a family of well understood hadrons called charmonia.
Interestingly, it is quite difficult to interpret the X(3872) as a charmonium state. For this
reason it has been widely speculated that the X(3872) cannot be understood in terms of the
quark model, unlike the vast majority of hadrons observed to date. Such hitherto unobserved
particles are called exotic hadrons. Since the discovery of the X(3872), many similarly
anomalous charmonium-like particles have been discovered. As would be expected, some
unanticipated hadrons have also been found in the closely related bottomonium spectrum.
These particles are collectively referred to as heavy quarkonium-like. Evidence is growing that
at least some of these particles are exotic hadrons. If confirmed, this would have dramatic
implications for our understanding of the strong nuclear force.
A major experimental and theoretical effort is now underway in the field of hadron spec-
troscopy to determine the identities of the heavy quarkonium-like states. In order to investi-
gate the possibility that some of these states could be exotic hadrons, theoretical calculations
are needed to firmly establish their properties. One of the main arguments for the existence
of exotic hadrons is that they are predicted by the fundamental theory of the strong interac-
tion, Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). Therefore it is desirable to predict the properties
of exotic hadrons using a theoretical approach that is firmly based in QCD. One such method
is QCD sum rules (QSR).
The research presented here uses the QSR technique to study exotic hadrons. There
are several themes in this work. First is the use of QSR to predict the masses of exotic
hadrons that may exist among the heavy quarkonium-like states. The second theme is
the application of sophisticated loop integration methods in order to obtain more complete
theoretical results. These in turn can be extended to higher orders in the perturbative
expansion in order to predict the properties of exotic hadrons more accurately. The third
ii
theme involves developing a renormalization methodology for these higher order calculations.
This research has implications for the Y (3940), X(3872), Z±c (3895), Yb (10890), Z
±
b (10610)
and Z±b (10650) particles, thereby contributing to the ongoing effort to understand these and
other heavy quarkonium-like states.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation for Research
In 2003, the X(3872) was discovered by the Belle collaboration [36]. The discovery was sub-
sequently confirmed by the Babar [13], CDF [8], D0 [4] and LHCb collaborations [3]. The
decays of this particle that have been observed to date clearly indicate that it is a hadron,
that is, a composite particle composed of quarks that experiences the strong nuclear force.
This particle was found within the mass region occupied by a well understood family of
hadrons known as charmonia. However, the properties of the X(3872) make it difficult to
interpret it as a member of the charmonium spectrum [114]. Since 2003, more hadrons have
been discovered in the charmonium mass region that are difficult to interpret as charmonium
states. A few anomalous hadrons have also been found within the closely related bottomo-
nium spectrum. These anomalous particles are called heavy quarkonium-like, or XYZ states.
Table 1.1 includes basic information for experiments that have discovered XYZ states and
Table 1.2 lists the XYZ states that have been confirmed by more than one experiment at
a high level of statistical significance. Ref. [20] provides a more complete list that includes
particles that have only been observed by a single experiment and particles that have been
observed at a lower level of statistical significance.
Nearly all hadrons that have been observed to date can be classified according to the
quark model. The quark model was introduced in Refs. [51, 131] to bring some order to
the already large number of hadrons that were known at the time. The model introduces
two families of hadrons: baryons such as the neutron and proton that are fermions, and
mesons such as the pion that are bosons. Both baryons and mesons are composite particles
composed of fundamental particles, called quarks. Baryons are composed of three quarks and
1
Experiment Facility Process
Babar SLAC, Stanford, USA Electron-Positron Collider
Belle KEK, Tsukuba, Japan Electron-Positron Collider
BES-III BES, Beijing, China Electron-Positron Collider
CDF Fermilab, Chicago, USA Proton-Antiproton Collider
CLEO CESR, Ithaca, USA Electron-Positron Collider
D0 Fermilab, Chicago, USA Proton-Antiproton Collider
LHCb CERN, Geneva, Switzerland Proton-Proton Collider
Table 1.1: Experiments that have detected heavy quarkonium-like states.
mesons are composed of a quark and an antiquark. It should be emphasized that the quark
model does not describe the dynamics of quarks. Rather, it is a classification scheme that
successfully explains the large variety of hadrons as various combinations of a small number
of quarks.
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) successfully describes the interactions of quarks, and
as such, it is a fundamental theory of the strong nuclear force. However, it is not clear how
the quark model of hadrons emerges from QCD. Interestingly, QCD seems to suggest that
a much richer spectrum of hadrons is possible than the simple baryons and mesons of the
quark model. These hadrons that exist outside the quark model are called exotic hadrons.
To date there is no unambiguous proof for the existence of any exotic hadron, although the
Z±c (3895) is a very strong candidate. There are experimentally established hadrons that are
difficult to interpret within the quark model and are often speculated to be exotic hadrons.
It has been widely speculated that some of the heavy quarkonium-like states may be exotic
hadrons. In order to investigate this possibility, theoretical calculations are needed to firmly
establish the expected properties of exotic hadrons. The methods of QCD sum rules (QSR)
can be used to predict the physical properties of exotic hadrons that may exist in the same
mass region as heavy quarkonia. This is the main motivation for the research presented in
2
Particle Experiments
X(3872) Babar, Belle, CDF, D0, LHCb
G(3900) Babar, Belle
Y (4260) Babar, Belle, CLEO
Y (4360) Babar, Belle
Z±c (3895) Belle, BES-III, CLEO
Table 1.2: Experimentally confirmed heavy quarkonium-like states. In all cases the
number in parentheses indicates the mass in units of MeV. This system of units is
called natural units and is discussed in Appendix A.
this thesis.
1.2 Hadronic Physics
1.2.1 The Standard Model
The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is an extremely successful theoretical framework
that describes all fundamental interactions in nature at the quantum level, apart from gravity.
The particle content of the SM is shown in Fig. 1.1. There are three main categories of
particles: spin-1 gauge bosons (g, γ, W , Z), spin-1/2 leptons (e, µ, τ , νe, νµ, ντ ), and spin-
1/2 quarks (u, d, s, c, b, t). Because they mediate interactions between particles in quantum
field theory, gauge bosons are often referred to as force carriers. Leptons are particles that
do not experience the strong nuclear force, such as the electron. All of the particles in
Fig. 1.1 have been confirmed experimentally. However, the SM also predicts the existence
of an additional particle known as the Higgs boson. On July 4, 2012, the ATLAS [1] and
CMS [30] collaborations announced the discovery of a particle that is likely to be the Higgs
boson. Observation of the Higgs boson is a crucial test of the Higgs mechanism, which is
essential to the SM. Experimental work to precisely determine the properties of this particle
is ongoing.
3
Figure 1.1: The particle content of the Standard Model, excluding the Higgs boson.
Figure from Ref. [61].
This thesis will focus on quarks and gluons, which are the only particles in the SM that
directly experience the strong nuclear force. There are six types, or flavours of quarks: up
(u), down (d), strange (s), charm (c), bottom (b) and top (t). These can be divided into
light quarks (u , d , s) and heavy quarks (c , b , t), which have much greater masses than the
light quarks (masses are given in Table 1.3). Gluons are massless and serve as the mediators
of the strong interaction. Interestingly, quarks and gluons only occur within hadrons, and
cannot be isolated or otherwise removed from hadrons. This peculiar feature of the strong
interaction is known as confinement, and understanding how it emerges from QCD is one of
the great problems of modern physics. All approaches to this problem must invariably deal
with hadrons, which are how quarks and gluons manifest themselves in nature.
1.2.2 The Quark Model
In 1964, Gell-Mann [51] and Zweig [131] independently introduced the quark model, which
proposes that hadrons are not fundamental particles. Rather, they are composite objects
composed of more fundamental particles, which Gell-Mann called quarks. At the time, all
known hadrons could be explained in terms of just three types of quarks (u , d , s), and their
4
Flavour Mass (MeV) Flavour Mass (GeV)
u 2.3 c 1.28
d 4.8 b 4.18
s 95 t 173.07
Table 1.3: Phenomenological values of the light and heavy quark masses as given in
Ref. [20].
corresponding antimatter counterparts, antiquarks. The quark model suggests that there
are only two kinds of hadrons: baryons that contain three quarks (qqq), and mesons that
contain a quark and an antiquark (qq¯). Baryons and mesons naturally arrange themselves
into multiplets containing hadrons with similar properties and masses that are roughly de-
generate. This approximate flavour symmetry is the origin of the multiplets. The vector and
pseudoscalar meson nonets are shown in Fig. 1.2.
I3
Y
•
ρ−
•
ρ0
•
ρ+
ω
φ
•
K∗−
•¯
K∗0
•K∗0 •K∗+
I3
Y
•
pi−
•
pi0
•
pi+
η
η′
•
K−
•¯
K0
•K0 •K+
Figure 1.2: The vector (left) and pseudoscalar (right) meson nonets. The labels Y and
I3 indicate the hypercharge and isospin quantum numbers, respectively. The masses of
all of these particles are less than about 1 GeV, and typically vary by a few hundred
MeV within each nonet. However, the pions (pi− , pi0 , pi+) are anomalously light. The
reason for this emerges naturally from QCD. The figures are from Ref. [105].
In many ways, the quark model is analogous to the periodic table. Initially the periodic
table served to classify the elements based on their physical and chemical properties, without
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attempting to explain the underlying reasons for these properties. Of course, we now know
that these properties ultimately derive from the electron shell structure of the elements
as dictated by quantum mechanics. Similarly, the utility of the quark model lies in its
explanation of the large number of hadrons in terms of a small number quarks.
The quark model also led to an important insight into the nature of hadrons. Consider
for instance the ∆++ baryon, which has spin-3/2. In the quark model, it is composed of
three identical spin-1/2 up quarks that are not orbitally excited with respect to one another.
This means that the spin, flavour and spatial wave functions are symmetric under particle
interchange, meaning that the total wave function is also. Because the ∆++ is a fermion, this
violates the spin-statistics theorem. This observation led to the introduction of the colour
quantum number for quarks [57], which in the case of the ∆++ has an anti-symmetric wave
function, thus ensuring that the spin-statistics theorem is upheld. The name colour was
chosen in order to emphasize a key feature of hadrons, and is only used as an analogy. The
number of colours can be inferred from experimental data, such as from the decay rate of
the neutral pion [89]. An individual quark may have one of three colours: red, green or blue.
Each of the three quarks within a baryon must have a unique colour, thus the combination
of red, green and blue is considered to have no net colour charge. All baryons and mesons
are colourless, or colour singlets.
1.2.3 Exotic Hadrons
In QCD, the colour quantum number of quarks is understood as a kind of generalization
of electric charge. Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) describes electromagnetic interactions
between electrically charged particles that are mediated by electrically neutral photons. In
QCD, quarks with colour charge interact via gluons, which also carry colour charge. This
fact means that QCD is radically different from QED, and it is also responsible for many of
the interesting features of QCD. Unlike QED, the fundamental degrees of freedom in QCD
are not directly manifested in nature. Instead, quarks and gluons are realized in terms of
hadrons.
QCD suggests the possibility of a far richer hadronic spectrum than the quark model.
Exotic hadrons are colour singlet hadrons that are neither baryons nor mesons (see, e.g.
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Ref. [72] for a review). One such possibility is a hadrons with four quarks (qqq¯q¯). Four-
quark hadrons can be realized in two distinct ways. The first is as a weakly bound state of
two colour singlet mesons [(qq¯) (qq¯)], which is called a molecular state. The second is as a
tetraquark, which is composed of diquark clusters that have a net colour charge [(qq) (q¯q¯)]
and hence is more strongly bound than a molecular state. Diquarks are best thought of as a
kind of strong correlation between two quarks within a hadron [11]. Because gluons also carry
colour charge, colour singlet hadrons with explicit gluonic content are also possible. Hybrids
are hadrons that can be thought of as a conventional meson with an excited gluon (qGq¯).
Perhaps the most exotic of all exotic hadrons are glueballs, which are composed entirely of
gluons (GG orGGG). Note that four-quark states, hybrids and glueballs are all bosons. It
should be noted that fermionic exotic hadrons are also possible, an example of which is a
pentaquark (qqqqq¯). However, these will not be discussed in this thesis. The majority of the
candidates for exotic hadrons exist among heavy quarkonia, all of which are bosons.
1.2.4 Heavy Quarkonium-like States
A meson that is composed of two heavy quarks of the same flavour is called heavy quarko-
nium. Those that are composed of charm quarks (cc¯) are called charmonia, while those
that are composed of bottom quarks
(
bb¯
)
are called bottomonia. The top quark decays very
rapidly via the weak interaction and does not form bound states. Because of the large masses
of the charm and bottom quarks, relativistic effects are small, and hence heavy quarkonia can
be approximated reasonably well using non-relativistic quantum mechanics. It is important
to note that this approach does not derive directly from QCD. Rather, a potential is chosen
that is inspired by QCD. The potential includes a short distance Coulombic term and a long
distance term that models the effects of confinement. Spin dependent terms are crucial and
relativistic corrections can also be included. The energy levels of the quarkonium system can
be calculated using potential models. Each energy level, i.e. each charmonium or bottomo-
nium state, is interpreted as a distinct meson. Ref. [74] provides a review of potential model
methods.
Potential model predictions for the low-lying members of the charmonium and bottomo-
nium spectra are in excellent agreement with experiment. However, in recent years experi-
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ments have begun to probe the mass region that higher mass charmonium states are expected
to occupy. The results of these experiments have been quite surprising: numerous states that
were not predicted by potential models have been found in the 3.8−4.7 GeV mass region, and
a few unanticipated states have been found within the bottomonium mass region as well [28].
These anomalous states are called heavy quarkonium-like, or XYZ states. The current ex-
perimental situation is summarized in detail in Ref. [20]. Fig. 1.3 shows the charmonium
spectrum, including many of the charmonium-like states.
Figure 1.3: The charmonium spectrum. Black lines denote charmonium states, and
red dots indicate charmonium-like states. Blue lines indicate the thresholds at which
states can decay into a pair of D mesons, which contain a charm quark and a light
quark. Note that most of the JPC quantum numbers assigned to the XYZ states here
are speculative (Ref. [20] lists the possible JPC for each XYZ state). Figure taken from
Ref. [53].
Charmonium states are labeled using spectroscopic notation n2s+1LJ , where n is the
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principal quantum number (n = 1 , 2 , . . .), s = s1 + s2 is the total spin (s = 0 , 1), L is
the relative orbital angular momentum, and J = L + S is the total angular momentum
of the quark-antiquark pair. Following standard conventions, states with L = 0 , 1 , 2 are
denoted as S , P ,D, and so on. In addition, all hadrons can be classified according to their
JPC quantum numbers, where P = (+,−) denotes parity and C = (+,−) denotes charge
conjugation (which is relevant to electrically neutral states). For quarkonia, it can be shown
that the parity and charge conjugation quantum numbers are related to the spin and orbital
angular momentum by P = (−)L+1 and C = (−)L+S, respectively [58]. Accordingly, heavy
quarkonium states can have JPC = 0−+, 1−−, 1+−, 0++, 1++, 2++, for example. However, it
is impossible for a heavy quarkonium state to have the quantum numbers JPC = 0−−, 0+−,
1−+, or 2+−. Quantum numbers that are forbidden for heavy quarkonia are called exotic
quantum numbers.
It has been widely speculated that some of the heavy quarkonium-like states could be
exotic hadrons (see [28, 114] for comprehensive reviews). This would explain why the XYZ
states were unanticipated by potential models that consider only quark-antiquark hadrons.
Experimentally, there are some simple signals for the existence of exotic hadrons. The first
is that potential models predict a certain number of states for each JPC channel, and any su-
pernumerary states could be exotic hadrons. A more obvious signal would be the observation
of a state with exotic JPC quantum numbers, which cannot be realized by quark-antiquark
bound states. To date, no hadrons with exotic quantum numbers have been definitively ob-
served. Hadrons with unusual decay modes could also be exotic. For instance, states that
are above open flavour thresholds in Fig. 1.3 are kinematically allowed to decay into pairs of
D mesons. Hadrons that are kinematically allowed to undergo such decays but fail to do so
could be exotic.
An overview of the exotic interpretations of the heavy quarkonium-like states is given in
Ref. [28]. The most well known exotic hadron candidate is the X(3872), whose quantum
numbers have been confirmed to be JPC = 1++ by the LHCb collaboration [2]. Several of
its decay modes involve a J/ψ, which is the lightest spin-1 charmonium state [20]. Therefore
the quark content of the X(3872) must be at least c¯c. However, the properties of X(3872)
are incompatible with a charmonium interpretation [114]. Shortly after its discovery, it was
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soon recognized that its mass is very close to the combined mass of the D0 and D¯0∗ mesons.
For this reason the X(3872) has been widely interpreted as a loosely bound D0D¯0∗ molecular
state [37, 124, 113, 123, 9, 122, 80, 75]. Another interpretation is that the X(3872) is a
tetraquark, and is expected to be only one member of a nonet of tetraquarks [84, 44, 86,
121, 43]. Quite recently, the Z±c (3895) was discovered by the BES-III collaboration [6] and
confirmed by the Belle [81] and CLEO collaborations [128]. Because charmonium states
cannot be electrically charged, this state cannot be a charmonium state. Like the X(3872),
the Z±c (3895) decays to J/ψ, hence it must contain c¯c. However, this combination cannot
produce an electric charge. The simplest explanation for this state is that it is a four-quark
state of the form cc¯qiq¯j, where qi and q¯j are light quarks with different flavours. In fact,
Ref. [84] predicted the existence of the Z±c (3895) on the basis of a tetraquark model of the
X(3872). The X(3872) and Z±c (3895) are discussed in Chapter 4.
1.3 Quantum Chromodynamics
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is the fundamental theory of strong interactions. It is a
quantum field theory, which is a generalization of quantum mechanics to describe physical
processes involving particle creation or annihilation. It is important to stress that quantum
mechanics is incapable of this: the wave function of a particle that has not yet been created
or has been annihilated cannot be normalized, and thus is incompatible with the statistical
interpretation of quantum mechanics. In quantum field theory particles are understood as
being excitations, or quanta, of quantum fields. There are two distinct approaches that are
used to construct a quantum field theory. Canonical quantization involves reinterpreting
classical fields as operators that satisfy a certain algebra. A second approach utilizes the
path integral formulation of quantum mechanics (see Ref. [50] for a review). Both methods
will be utilized in this chapter to formulate QCD.
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1.3.1 Canonical Quantization of Quark Fields
QCD begins with quantizing spin-1/2 fermion fields that represent quarks. These satisfy the
Dirac equation, [
i/∂ −m]Q (x) = 0 , /∂ = γµ ∂
∂xµ
, (1.1)
where the quark field Q (x) is a complex four-component spinor field and we are using natural
units (see Appendix A). The set of four matrices γµ satisfy the algebra {γµ , γν} = 2 gµν . A
peculiarity of the Dirac equation is that it permits both positive and negative energy solu-
tions for free particles. Negative energy solutions represent antiparticles, which are identical
in every way to their particle counterparts, except that they have opposite electric charge.
Particles and antiparticles can interact to annihilate one another and particle-antiparticle
pairs can be created spontaneously. When interactions are included, the statistical interpre-
tation of non-relativistic quantum theory cannot be applied to the Dirac equation.
The solution to this problem is to reinterpret the Dirac equation as a field equation, rather
than a single particle wave equation, and then quantize the field. In this way, a consistent
quantum field theory that incorporates interactions can be constructed. The dynamics of
fields are governed by the principle of least action, where the action is defined as
S =
∫
d4xL (Q, ∂µQ) , (1.2)
where L (Q, ∂µQ) is the Lagrangian density, which is commonly referred to as the Lagrangian.
The principle of least action states that as the field Q (x) evolves in spacetime it does so in
a way that minimizes the action (1.2). It can be shown that in order to satisfy the principle
of least action, the field must satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equation,
∂L
∂Q
− ∂µ
(
∂L
∂ (∂µQ)
)
= 0 . (1.3)
Note that this must be satisfied by each distinct field in a given Lagrangian. Given the
Lagrangian for a field, the equations of motion for the field can be determined using (1.3).
It is important to emphasize that at this stage the fields are still classical quantities. Only
when the fields have been reinterpreted as operators that satisfy an appropriate algebra will
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we pass to a quantum field theory.
Let us now consider canonical quantization of Dirac fields. Quantum theory uses the
Hamiltonian to determine the time evolution of a system. In the Heisenberg picture of quan-
tum theory, time-dependence is carried by operators governed by the Heisenberg equation of
motion,
i∂0Q (x) = [Q (x) , H] . (1.4)
In order to quantize the Dirac fields, we must first know what Hamiltonian operator to use
in (1.4). Since the Hamiltonian and Lagrangian are related, we may determine a suitable
Lagrangian for the Dirac fields and use this to find the corresponding Hamiltonian. The
simplest form of the Lagrangian can be written as
L = Q¯ [i/∂ −m]Q , (1.5)
where Q¯ = Q†γ0. When this Lagrangian is substituted into the Euler-Lagrange equation
(1.3) with Q and Q¯ treated as dynamical fields, the correct equations of motion for Q and Q¯
result, so this is a suitable Lagrangian for the quark fields. Using the relationship between
the Hamiltonian and the Lagrangian along with (1.5), the Hamiltonian for Dirac fields can
be shown to be
H =
∫
d3xH =
∫
d3x
[
∂L
∂ [∂0Q (x)]
∂0Q (x)− L
]
= i
∫
d3x Q¯ (x) γ0∂0Q (x) . (1.6)
We may now use the Heisenberg equation of motion (1.4) to quantize Dirac fields. Using the
Hamiltonian (1.6) and the identity [A , BC] = {A , B}C −B{A , C},
[Q (x) , H] = i
∫
d3y
[
Q (x) , Q¯ (y) γ0
∂
∂y0
Q (y)
]
= i
∫
d3y
(
{Q (x) , Q¯ (y)}γ0 ∂
∂y0
Q (y)− Q¯ (y) {Q (x) , γ0 ∂
∂y0
Q (y)}
)
= i
∫
d3y
(
{Q (x) , Q¯ (y)}γ0 ∂
∂y0
Q (y)− Q¯ (y) γ0 ∂
∂y0
{Q (x) , Q (y)}
)
= i
∂
∂x0
Q (x) .
(1.7)
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In order to satisfy the Heisenberg equation of motion, the quark fields must satisfy an equal
time anticommutator algebra where
{Qαj (x) , Q¯βk (y)} = δ3 (x− y ) γ0jk , (1.8)
and all other anticommutators are zero. Note that we have restored implicit spinor indices
j , k and used the property (γ0)
2
= 1 as well as the Heisenberg equation of motion for Q¯. It is
important to note that the Heisenberg equation of motion can also be satisfied by operators
that have a commutator algebra. However, the spin-statistics theorem requires that fermions
satisfy an anticommutator algebra. Since Dirac fields are fermions, we must use the algebra
(1.8). This issue is discussed in many standard texts, see for instance Ref. [100].
The Dirac fields can be expanded in a basis of plane wave states,
Qj (x) =
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
1√
2Ep
∑
s
(
as (p)usj (p) e
−ip·x + bs† (p) vsj (p) e
ip·x)
Q¯k (x) =
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
1√
2Ep
∑
s
(
bs (p) v¯sk (p) e
−ip·x + as† (p) u¯sk (p) e
ip·x) (1.9)
where p0 = Ep and s denotes the spin state. Using these expressions and the algebra (1.8) it
is easy to show that
{arj (p) , as†k (q)} = {brj (p) , bs†k (q)} = (2pi)3 δ3 (p− q) δrs δjk (1.10)
and all other anticommutators involving these operators are zero. The solutions (1.9) are
linear combinations of the basis vectors of the Hamiltonian (1.6). In quantum field theory,
the operators (1.9) are interpreted as creating and annihilating field quanta by acting on the
vacuum (ground) state |0〉, which contains no field quanta. This requires that arj (p) |0〉 = 0.
Particles and antiparticles are understood as field quanta and are represented by momentum
eigenstates with an associated spin state s. For later convenience it is useful to define the
normal-ordering operator. When acting on a product of creation and annihilation operators,
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the normal-ordering operator moves all creation operators as†k (q) to the left. For example,
: arj (p) a
s†
k (q) : = −as†k (q) arj (p) . (1.11)
This can also be applied to the quark field operators (1.9). A crucial property is that
〈0| : . . . : |0〉 = 0 , (1.12)
where the dots denote any combination of quantum fields.
The quark field operators can be used to determine the amplitude for a quark to propagate
between two distinct locations in spacetime. In order to calculate this amplitude we must
first define the time-ordering operator,
T
[
Q (x) Q¯ (y)
]
=
 Q (x) Q¯ (y) , x0 > y0−Q¯ (y)Q (x) , x0 < y0 (1.13)
which anticommutes a product of Dirac fields so that the field with the earliest time is the
furthest right and the field with the latest time is the furthest left. The time-ordering operator
ensures that particles only propagate forward in time. Explicitly calculating Eqn. (1.13) using
the expressions for the quark fields (1.9) and their algebra (1.8), it can be shown that
〈0|T [ Q (x) Q¯ (y) ] |0〉 = S (x− y) = i
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
/p+m
p2 −m2 + iη e
−ip·(x−y) , (1.14)
where /p = γµpµ and η → 0+. Equation (1.14) is the Feynman quark propagator, which is
also a Green’s function of the Dirac equation (1.1). The iη pole prescription ensures that
time-ordering is respected. The Feynman propagator S (x− y) is the quantum mechanical
amplitude for a quark to travel between the spacetime points y and x, if y0 < x0.
1.3.2 Perturbation Theory
The S-matrix formalism relates physical quantities such as scattering cross sections and
decay rates to correlation functions, which are also referred to as Green’s functions or n-
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point functions. Therefore correlation functions are of paramount importance in quantum
field theory. As an example, consider the four-point function
〈0|T [Q (x1) Q¯ (x2)Q (x3) Q¯ (x4)] |0〉 . (1.15)
Correlation functions of this form can be evaluated using Wick’s theorem, which can be used
to express any time ordered product in terms of Feynman propagators and normal ordered
products. For the time ordered product in (1.15), Wick’s theorem yields
T
[
Q (x1) Q¯ (x2)Q (x3) Q¯ (x4)
]
= : Q (x1) Q¯ (x2)Q (x3) Q¯ (x4) :
+Q (x1) Q¯ (x2) : Q (x3) Q¯ (x4) :
+ : Q (x1) Q¯ (x2) : Q (x3) Q¯ (x4)
+Q (x1) Q¯ (x2)Q (x3) Q¯ (x4)
+Q (x1) Q¯ (x2)Q (x3) Q¯ (x4) .
(1.16)
The contraction of the quark fields is defined as
Q (x) Q¯ (y) = S (x− y) , (1.17)
where S (x− y) is the quark propagator (1.14). Note that in the last line of Eq. (1.16)
there are contractions where the fields are not adjacent and are not in the same order as
those in (1.17). The quark fields can be moved so that they are adjacent and in the proper
order using the anticommutator algebra (1.8). Wick’s theorem yields the following for the
correlation function:
〈0|T [Q (x1) Q¯ (x2)Q (x3) Q¯ (x4)] |0〉 = S (x1 − x2)S (x3 − x4)
− S (x3 − x2)S (x1 − x4) ,
(1.18)
where we have used the fact that vacuum expectation values of normal ordered products are
identically zero. Wick’s theorem is valid for all quantum fields, and can be generalized to
time ordered products involving any number of fields.
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All physical theories involve interactions between quantum fields. When interactions are
included correlation functions can be calculated via perturbation theory. It can be shown
that correlation functions in the interacting theory are related to those in the non-interacting
theory by
〈Ω|T [Q (x) Q¯ (y)] |Ω〉 = lim
t→∞(1−i)
〈0|T [Q (x) Q¯ (y) eiSint] |0〉
〈0|T [eiSint ] |0〉 , (1.19)
where |Ω〉 and |0〉 denote the vacua of the interacting and free (non-interacting) theories,
respectively [100]. The limit is needed in order to define |Ω〉 as a perturbation of |0〉. The
exponential is defined as
Sint =
∫
d4xLint , (1.20)
where Lint is the part of the interacting theory Lagrangian that defines an interaction be-
tween quantum fields. One of the fundamental assumptions of quantum field theory is that
interactions between quantum fields are local, that is, fields interact at a single point in
spacetime. For instance, in the next section we shall see that the interaction between quark
and gluon fields is given by
L = g
2
Q¯ (x)λaγµAaµ (x)Q (x) , (1.21)
where Aaµ denotes a gluon field and the coupling g characterizes the strength of the interaction.
The interacting theory correlation function (1.19) can be calculated as a power series in the
coupling g. Equation (1.19) can be generalized to calculate correlation functions involving
any number of quark or gluon fields by simply adding these fields to both sides of the
equation. Wick’s theorem remains valid and can be used to calculate correlation functions
in the interacting theory in terms of the propagators of the non-interacting theory (1.14).
However, in the QCD vacuum |Ω〉 there are some normal ordered products whose expectation
values are non-zero. These are called condensates and will be discussed in Section 1.4.
Correlation functions can be represented in terms of Feynman diagrams. For instance,
the perturbative expansion of the correlation function (1.19) involves quark and gluon prop-
agators, as well as interactions between quarks and gluons due to the interaction term (1.21).
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Some of these terms are shown in Fig. 1.4.
Figure 1.4: Examples of Feynman diagrams that contribution to the perturbative
expansion of the correlation function in Eq. (1.19). Straight and wavy lines represent
quark and gluon propagators, respectively. Each vertex represents the local interaction
between quark and gluon fields given by (1.21), and hence introduces a factor of the
coupling g. Diagrams with more vertices correspond to higher order terms in the
perturbative expansion. Note that the first three diagrams can also occur in QED,
where the gluons are replaced with photons. However, the fourth diagram includes a
direct interaction between gluon fields and has no equivalent in QED. These Feynman
diagrams were produced using JaxoDraw [23].
Note that the Feynman diagrams in Fig. (1.4) are connected, that is, all of the propagators
are linked to one another. However, the perturbative expansion of the numerator in Eq. (1.19)
includes disconnected diagrams. Diagrams of this type represent vacuum processes. It can be
shown that the denominator of Eq. (1.19) serves to cancel all disconnected diagrams that arise
in the perturbative expansion. In practice this cancellation can be implemented by simply
ignoring terms in the perturbative expansion that correspond to disconnected diagrams.
Feynman diagrams can be used as mnemonics to keep track of terms in the perturba-
tive expansion of a correlation function. Using Wick’s theorem and the expression for the
perturbative expansion (1.19), it is possible to relate each diagram component to a certain
mathematical expression. These are called Feynman rules. One of the Feynman rules for
QCD is that every quark line in a Feynman diagram mathematically corresponds to a quark
propagator (1.14). Another is that every quark-gluon vertex is associated with a factor of
ig
2
λaγµ. This vertex rule can be derived easily using Wick’s theorem and the perturbative
expansion. The Feynman rules for QCD are given in Ref. [100]. Note, however, that any
correlation function can be calculated using Wick’s theorem. It is important to emphasize
that Wick’s theorem is more fundamental than the Feynman rules.
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1.3.3 Non-Abelian Gauge Theory
Correlation functions can be calculated perturbatively once the complete Lagrangian for a
theory is known. In the SM, interactions are introduced through gauge symmetries. For
instance, we have seen that the Lagrangian for free quark fields is given by
Lquarks = Q¯j
[
i/∂ −m]Qj , (1.22)
where we have introduced the index j ∈ {1 , 2 , 3} to denote the colour degree of freedom of
the quark fields. The Lagrangian (1.22) is invariant under the global gauge transformation
Qi → Q′i = exp
[−igT aijθa]Qj , Q¯i → Q¯′i = exp [igT aijθa]Q¯j , (1.23)
where T a is a generator of the non-Abelian group SU (3). The generators satisfy the Lie
algebra
[
T a , T b
]
= ifabcT c where fabc are the structure constants of SU (3). The generators
are related to the Gell-Mann matrices λa via T a = λ
a
2
. Now, suppose that we alter the gauge
transformation (1.23) so that θa → θa (x). Clearly the Lagrangian (1.22) is not invariant
under this local gauge transformation. However, it can be made so by introducing a gauge
field. This can be done by replacing the derivative in (1.22) with a covariant derivative
Dµ = ∂µ − igT aAaµ , (1.24)
where Aaµ is the gauge field. In fact, this is the gluon field, which has its own Lagrangian
LYM = −1
4
GaµνG
µν
a , G
c
µν = ∂µA
c
ν − ∂νAcµ + gfabcAaµAbν , (1.25)
where Gaµν is the gluon field strength tensor and the gluon field is massless. This is called
the Yang-Mills Lagrangian. It can be shown that the following Lagrangian is invariant under
local SU(3) gauge transformations [111]:
L = Q¯ [i /D −m]Q− 1
4
GaµνG
µν
a . (1.26)
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The covariant derivative (1.24) leads to the quark-gluon interaction term (1.21) discussed
earlier. Also, notice that the definition of the gluon field strength tensor (1.25) leads to self-
interactions among gluon fields. Interactions between gauge fields with a universal coupling
are a distinguishing feature of non-Abelian gauge theories.
1.3.4 Path Integral Quantization of Gluon Fields
Although the Lagrangian (1.25) contains interactions, the gluon field still has to be quantized.
The methods of canonical quantization that was used in Section 1.3.1 to quantize quark fields
are ill-suited for this purpose. Instead, we will utilize the path integral to quantize the gluon
field. The discussion in this section closely follows that of Ref. [111].
The generating functional for a quantum field φ is defined as
Z [J ] =
∫
Dφ exp
[
i
∫
d4x [L+ J (x)φ (x)]
]
, (1.27)
where L = L (φ , ∂µφ) is the Lagrangian for the field φ. The integration in (1.27) is over
the space of configurations of the field φ. An integral of this form is called a path integral.
The path integral is a functional, that is, a function that acts upon functions and returns
numbers. The term J (x) in the exponential is known as a source term. It is useful to define
the functional derivative
δ
δJ (x)
J (y) = δ4 (x− y) . (1.28)
It can be shown that correlation functions involving the field φ can be calculated as functional
derivatives of the generating functional [100]. For example,
〈0|T [ φ (x1)φ (x2) ] 0〉 = 1
Z0
(
−i δ
δJ (x1)
)(
−i δ
δJ (x2)
)
Z [J ]
∣∣∣∣
J=0
, (1.29)
where Z0 = Z [J = 0]. Correlation functions involving more φ fields can be calculated simply
by calculating more functional derivatives of the generating functional. Note that the field
φ has been quantized: the path integral can be used to calculate correlation functions of
the field φ, which are quantum mechanical amplitudes. This procedure generalizes to any
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quantum field, provided that the statistics of the field are incorporated. For instance, path
integrals involving fermion fields require the use of Grassmann variables [100]. Once the
generating function for a quantum field has been defined, the field has been quantized.
Now we will construct the generating functional for the gluon field. By analogy with the
generating functional for the field φ (1.27), we might guess that the generating functional for
the gluon field is given by
Z [J ] =
∫
DA exp
[
i
∫
d4x
[LYM + JµaAaµ]] , (1.30)
where LYM denotes the Yang-Mills Lagrangian (1.25). Unfortunately, the integration over
the configurations of the gluon field is ill-defined. This is due to the gauge symmetry of LYM.
It can be shown that under an infinitesimal gauge transformation, the gluon field transforms
as
Aaµ (x)→ A˜aµ (x) = Aaµ (x)−Dabµ θb (x) , Dabµ = δab∂µ − gfabcAcµ . (1.31)
This reflects a redundancy among the configurations of the field Aaµ, which spoils the definition
of the generating functional (1.30).
The generating functional given in Eq. (1.30) cannot be used to quantize the gluon fields
in its present form. We will use a method introduced by Faddeev and Popov [49] to modify
the generating functional so that quantization is possible. The redundancy in the integration
over the field Aaµ can be removed by introducing the gauge-fixing function
Z [J ] =
∫
DA det
(
δG
δθ
)
δ (G) exp
[
i
∫
d4x
[LYM + JµaAaµ]] , (1.32)
where Ga (x) = ∂µAaµ − ωa (x) for some arbitrary function ωa. Using Eq. (1.31), it can be
shown that the gauge-fixing function transforms as
Ga (x)→ G˜a (x) = Ga (x)− ∂µDabµ θb (x) . (1.33)
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Using this, the functional derivative in Eq. (1.32) is
δGa (x)
δθb (y)
= −∂µDabµ δ4 (x− y) . (1.34)
Note that the Faddeev-Popov method can be used to quantize QED, but there Eq. (1.34)
does not depend on the photon field and hence it cannot introduce any new dynamics into
the theory. However, in QCD the functional determinant explicitly depends on the gluon
field Aaµ, because Eq. (1.34) contains the covariant derivative. The functional determinant
that appears in (1.32) can be expressed in terms of a path integral involving Faddeev-Popov
ghosts:
det
(
δG
δθ
)
=
∫
DcDc¯ exp
[
i
∫
d4xLgh
]
,
Lgh = c¯a∂µDabµ cb = −∂µc¯a∂µca + gfabcAcµ∂µc¯acb .
(1.35)
The ghost fields ca and c¯a are unphysical, but are needed to defined the generating functional
for the gluon field. The first term in Lgh can be used to calculated the ghost propagator
(given in Ref. [100], for instance) and the second term in Lgh denotes an interaction between
the ghost and gluon field. The delta functional appearing can be dealt with by multiplying
the generating functional (1.32) by
exp
[
− i
2a
∫
d4xwa (x)wa (x)
]
. (1.36)
This is permitted because ωa (x) does not depend on the gluon field Aaµ, and hence multiplying
the generating functional (1.32) by Eq. (1.36) can only alter the overall normalization of the
generating functional. The delta function in (1.32) can be used to evaluate the integral (1.36).
This effectively introduces a new term into the generating functional that has the form
Lgf = − 1
2a
∂µAaµ∂
νAaν . (1.37)
This is called the gauge-fixing Lagrangian, and a is the gauge parameter. Finally, the gener-
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ating functional for the gluon field is
Z [J ] =
∫
DADcDc¯ exp
[
i
∫
d4x
[LYM + JµaAaµ + Lgf + Lgh]] , (1.38)
where LYM is the Yang-Mills Lagrangian (1.25), Lgf is the gauge-fixing Lagrangian (1.37) and
Lgh is the ghost Lagrangian (1.35). Using (1.38), it can be shown that the gluon propagator
is given by
〈0|T [ Aaµ (x)Abν (y) ] |0〉 = Dabµν (x− y) = −iδab
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
[
gµν − (1− a) pµpν
p2 + iη
]
e−ip·(x−y)
p2 + iη
.
(1.39)
1.3.5 Regularization and Renormalization
Now that the quark and gluon fields have been quantized, the complete QCD Lagrangian is
given by
LQCD = Q¯
[
i/∂ −m]Q− 1
4
[
∂µA
b
ν − ∂νAbµ
]
[∂µAνb − ∂νAµb ]−
1
2a
∂µAbµ∂
νAbν
+
g
2
Q¯λaγµAaµQ−
g
4
[
∂µA
a
ν − ∂νAaµ
]
fabcAµbA
ν
c −
g2
4
fabcfadeAaµA
b
νA
µ
dA
ν
e
− ∂µc¯a∂µca + gfabcAcµ∂µc¯acb .
(1.40)
The terms in Eq. (1.40) can be interpreted as follows: the first term can be used to derive the
quark propagator, the second and third terms can be used to derive the gluon propagator, the
fourth term represents an interaction between quark and gluon fields, the fifth term represents
an interaction between three gluon fields, the sixth term represents an interaction between
four gluon fields, the seventh term can be used to derive the ghost propagator, while the
eighth term represents an interaction between ghost and gluon fields. It is important to note
that the gauge-fixing Lagrangian in Eq. (1.37) is not gauge invariant. Although the QCD
Lagrangian (1.40) is not gauge invariant, it is invariant under a generalized form of gauge
symmetry known as BRST symmetry [18, 64]. This can be used to prove the Slavnov-Taylor
identities which relate various correlation functions in QCD [109, 120].
Any QCD correlation function can be calculated to any order in g using the perturbative
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expansion (1.19), the interaction terms in the QCD Lagrangian (1.40), as well as the quark,
gluon and ghost propagators. In practice, this can be done via Wick’s theorem or using the
Feynman rules for QCD, which can be derived from the QCD Lagrangian (1.40). Higher
order terms in the expansion can be represented by Feynman diagrams that contain loops.
For instance, consider the correlation function 〈Ω|T [ Q (x) Q¯ (y) ] |Ω〉, which is related to the
amplitude for a quark to propagate between the spacetime points y and x in the presence of
interactions. We will consider the next-to-leading order term in the perturbative expansion
of this correlation function, which is O (g2). This is called the quark self-energy and can be
represented by the Feynman diagram shown in Fig. 1.5. It is conventional to depict Feynman
diagrams in momentum space, with the four-momentum of each propagator uniquely labeled.
For brevity we will refer to four-momenta as momenta in what follows.
Figure 1.5: Feynman diagram representing the quark self-energy. The quark propa-
gates between the spacetime points y and x, and has momentum q at these locations.
The quark interacts with a gluon that has momentum k, which flows from right to left
in the diagram. Momentum is conserved at each vertex in the diagram.
The quark self-energy is represented by the Feynman diagram in Fig. 1.5 and is propor-
tional to an integral over the momentum of the gluon. Schematically, the quark self-energy
is given by
Σ (q) ' g2
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
1
k2 [ (k + q)2 −m2 ] . (1.41)
Momentum integrals such as this are called loop integrals, because they emerge naturally
from Feynman diagrams that contain loops. It should be understood that we are integrating
over the entire infinite range of each integration variable, that is, the integration in (1.41)
is over the entire volume of the four-dimensional momentum space. In what follows we will
suppress the limits of integration in loop integrals. For brevity we have also omitted the iη
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pole prescription in the propagators in Eq. (1.41). In addition, we have ignored the leftmost
and rightmost quark propagators with momentum q in Fig. 1.5. It is customary to remove
(or amputate) external propagators in Feynman diagrams. The integral in Eq. (1.41) can
be evaluated in spherical coordinates [100]. However, the result is surprising: the integral
diverges at large values of the gluon momentum k. Integrals that diverge in this way are
called ultraviolet divergent.
In order to extract meaningful physical information from the integral (1.41), the ultravi-
olet divergence must first be brought under control, or regulated. In order to do this, we will
utilize dimensional regularization [115, 25]. With this method, integrals in four dimensional
Minkowski space are reinterpreted as integrals in d-dimensions. For example, the integral
above is reinterpreted as
Σ (q) ' (g2µd−4) 1
µd−4
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
1
k2 [ (k + q)2 −m2 ] . (1.42)
In dimensional regularization the number of dimensions, d, is best thought of as a parameter
that can be adjusted such that the integral (1.42) converges. Integrals that are formally
divergent in a certain number of dimensions can be uniquely defined through analytic con-
tinuation in the parameter d. In four dimensions, the coupling g is dimensionless and hence
is suitable to be used as an expansion parameter. However, in d-dimensions the combination
g2µd−4 is dimensionless, where µ is the renormalization scale. This can be used to define the
d-dimensional expansion parameter
α =
g2µd−4
4pi
. (1.43)
The remaining factor of the renormalization scale in the denominator of Eq. (1.42) ensures
that the d-dimensional integral has the same dimensions as the original four dimensional
integral (1.41). The integral (1.42) can be evaluated in d-dimensions using the methods de-
scribed in Chapter 2. The result naturally depends on d, and we may examine the behaviour
of the integral near four dimensions by setting d = 4 + 2 and expanding around  = 0. The
methods used to perform this expansion are discussed in Section 2.6. For the integral (1.42),
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the result is
Σ (q) ' − i
4
(α
pi
)[1

− log (4pi) + γE − log
[
Q2
µ2
]
+ f
(
Q2
m2
)]
, (1.44)
where γE is the Euler-Mascheroni constant (see Appendix B), Q
2 = −q2 is the Euclidean
momentum and f is a function of the dimensionless ratio Q2/m2. The divergence has been
regulated and appears as a simple pole at  = 0.
Theories in which divergences can be removed systematically order by order in pertur-
bation theory are called renormalizable. The proof that QCD is renormalizable was given
in Refs. [115, 116]. Renormalization is the process of canceling these divergences. Formally,
this can be achieved by rescaling the parameters of the QCD Lagrangian (1.40) as follows:
[Aµa ]B = Z
1/2
3YM [A
µ
a ]R [Q]B = Z
1/2
2F [Q]R [ca]B = Z˜
1/2
3 [ca]R
[g1YM]B = Z1YMZ
−3/2
3YM [g]R [g˜]B = Z˜1Z˜
−1
3 Z
−1/2
3YM [g]R [gF]B = Z1FZ
−1/2
3YMZ
−1
2F [g]R
[g5]B = Z
1/2
5 Z
−1
3YM [g]R [m]B = Z4Z
−1
2F [m]R [a]B = Z
−1
6 Z3YM [a]R ,
(1.45)
where we have used the notations of Ref. [97]. The constants Zi are called renormalization
factors, and the subscripts B and R denote bare and renormalized quantities, respectively.
The bare couplings [gYM]B, [g˜]B, [gF]B, and [g5]B are associated with the three-gluon, ghost-
gluon, quark-gluon and four-gluon interaction terms in the bare QCD Lagrangian (1.40).
However, all of these couplings must be identical in order for the QCD Lagrangian to be
BRST invariant. This implies the that renormalization factors satisfy
Z3YM
Z1YM
=
Z˜3
Z˜1
,
Z3YM
Z1YM
=
Z2F
Z1F
, Z5 =
Z21YM
Z3YM
. (1.46)
These identities are closely related to the Slavnov-Taylor identities that are needed in order
to prove that QCD is renormalizable.
The Lagrangian given above in Eq. (1.40) is implicitly in terms of bare parameters, hence
it is called the bare Lagrangian. The renormalized Lagrangian has the same form as the bare
Lagrangian, and can be obtained using the relations given in Eq. (1.45). Because QCD is a
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renormalizable theory, all correlation functions calculated with the renormalized Lagrangian
must be free of divergences. The renormalization factors are of the form
Z = 1 +
α
pi
A

+O (α2) , (1.47)
where A is a constant and dimensional regularization is used with d = 4 + 2. In practice,
a correlation function can be calculated using the bare Lagrangian (1.40), and the result in
terms of the bare parameters will contain divergences. The bare parameters can be rewritten
in terms of the renormalization factors and renormalized parameters using (1.45). When
this is done, the divergences in the bare correlation function are canceled by compensating
divergences in the renormalization factors. The resulting renormalized correlation function is
purely in terms of the renormalized parameters and is free of divergences. This approach is
called bare perturbation theory, because it involves calculating correlation functions in terms
of bare parameters which are then renormalized. A complementary approach is renormalized
perturbation theory, where correlation functions are calculated in terms of renormalized
parameters. This procedure involves inverting the relations (1.45), leading to the introduction
of counterterms. Renormalized perturbation theory is described in Ref. [100].
The renormalization process is somewhat arbitrary because there are many ways that
it can be implemented. The minimal subtraction (MS) scheme is often used in conjunction
with dimensional regularization. In the MS scheme the renormalization factors Zi are defined
such that only the poles at  = 0 are canceled, while the γE and log (4pi) terms appearing in
Eq. (1.44) remain. However, these terms are merely artifacts of dimensional regularization
and are unphysical. In the modified minimal subtraction (MS) scheme the renormalization
constants are defined so that these terms are also canceled. A convenient method of partially
implementing the MS renormalization scheme is discussed in Chapter 2.
Renormalization factors can be calculated as an expansion in the coupling α. This can be
done to one-loop order as follows. First, all possible one-loop connected correlation functions
are calculated in terms of bare parameters. Second, the bare parameters are eliminated in
favor of the renormalized parameters using Eq. (1.45). Finally, the requirement that the
renormalized correlation functions must be finite can be used to determine the renormaliza-
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tion factors. As an example, consider the quark self-energy represented by Fig. 1.5. The
renormalized and bare quark self-energy are related by
ΣR (q ;mR , aR , αR) = lim
→0
[
Z−12F ΣB (q ;mB , aB , αB)
]
, (1.48)
where ΣB denotes the bare quark self-energy (1.44) which is in terms of bare parameters.
Using the relationships between the bare and renormalized parameters given in Eq. (1.45),
the bare parameters can be expressed in terms of renormalized parameters along with the
corresponding renormalization factors. The renormalization factors are defined such that the
limit in Eq. (1.48) can be taken order by order in α. Ref. [97] provides expressions for the
renormalization factors in Eq. (1.45) to two-loop order.
So far, we have only considered correlation functions that involve multiple quark or gluon
fields at distinct spacetime locations. However, in QSR calculations correlation functions in-
volving composite local operators are needed. For instance, the following correlation function
can be used to study a heavy-light pseudoscalar meson:
Π
(
Q2
)
= i
∫
d4x eiq·x〈Ω|T [J (x) J† (0)] |Ω〉 , Q2 = −q2 . (1.49)
The current J (x) = iq¯ (x) γ5Q (x), where q and Q respectively denote light and heavy quark
fields, is a composite local operator that couples to the heavy-light pseudoscalar mesons [66].
In order to extend QSR calculations to higher orders, we must consider the renormalization
of correlation functions that involve composite operators.
The renormalization of composite operators is complicated by the fact that multiple com-
posite operators may share the same quantum numbers. Because the fields in the QCD
Lagrangian (1.40) have distinct quantum numbers, they must renormalize separately. How-
ever, this is not the case with composite operators: those with the same quantum numbers
can mix under renormalization. The renormalization of composite operators is discussed
in detail in Ref. [39]. In general, in order to study the renormalization of an operator Oa
with dimension a, one must also consider operators Ob with the same quantum numbers and
dimension b < a (the dimensions of quark and gluon fields are given in Appendix A). The
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renormalization factors of these operators are formally defined as
[Oi]R = Zij [Oj]B (1.50)
where the vector Oi =
(Oa ,Λa−bOb , . . . ) and the parameters Λ ensure that all elements of
the vector have the same dimension. The matrix Zij is an upper diagonal matrix containing
the renormalization factors. The renormalization factors Zij can be determined by calculating
correlation functions composed of the operators Oi.
In Chapter 6 mixing between scalar
(
JPC = 0++
)
glueballs and quark mesons is studied
using the currents
Jg = αG
2 , G2 = GaµνG
µν
a , Jq = mq
(
u¯u+ d¯d
)
. (1.51)
The scalar glueball operator Jg mixes under renormalization with the scalar quark meson
operator Jq, which has the same dimension and quantum numbers. In Refs. [97, 89] the
renormalization of the scalar glueball operator is studied using background field techniques.
The resulting renormalized scalar glueball operator is given by
G2R =
[
1 +
1

α
pi
(
11
4
− nf
6
)]
G2B −
4

α
pi
[
muu¯u+mdd¯d
]
B
, (1.52)
where nf is the number of active quark flavours. The mixing between the operators Jg and
Jq under renormalization is signaled by the second term in Eq. (1.52). This second term
leads to a crucial renormalization-induced contribution in the mixing analysis in Chapter 6.
A somewhat simpler example of composite operator renormalization is considered in
Chapter 5. There the renormalization of the scalar diquark current is considered, which
is given by
Jdα (x) = αβγQβ (x)Cγ5qγ (x) , (1.53)
where α , β , γ are colour indices, C is the charge conjugation operator and γ5 is a Dirac ma-
trix (both are defined in Appendix A). There are no composite operators of lower dimension
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with the same quantum numbers as the scalar diquark current, hence it cannot mix under
renormalization with any other operators. This greatly simplifies the task of determining the
renormalization factor of the scalar diquark current. Composite operators typically require
an additional renormalization beyond that of their component fields and parameters. In
Chapter 5 the scalar diquark operator renormalization factor is determined to two-loop order
by considering the correlation function
Γd = 〈Ω|T [Q (x) Jd (0) q (y)] |Ω〉 , (1.54)
where Jd is the scalar diquark current (1.53) and colour indices have been omitted for brevity.
Conventionally the correlation in Eq. (1.54) is calculated in momentum space and the external
quark propagators are amputated, in an identical fashion to the quark self-energy (1.44)
However, in the case of Eq. (1.54) the scalar diquark operator is inserted with zero momentum.
This is justified because renormalization factors are momentum independent. Then the
renormalized correlation function is related to the bare correlation function by
ΓdR (q ;mR , aR , αR) = lim
→0
[
Zd Z
−1
2F Γ
d
B (q ;mB , aB , αB)
]
. (1.55)
Notice that this expression is identical to Eq. (1.48), apart from the factor of Zd. This extra
factor is the additional renormalization that is required in order to evaluate the limit in
Eq. (1.55). This extra factor is precisely the scalar diquark current renormalization factor.
In Chapter 5 the scalar diquark operator renormalization factor is calculated to two-loop
order using Eq. (1.55).
Renormalized correlation functions explicitly depend on the renormalization scale µ. How-
ever, bare correlation functions which are calculated prior to renormalization do not. For
instance, consider an amputated bare correlation function with n = nYM + n˜ + nF external
gluon, ghost and quark propagators. Then the bare correlation function must satisfy
µ
d
dµ
ΓB
(
q1 , q2 , . . . , qn ;αB , aB ,m
i
B ; 
)
= 0 , (1.56)
where qi denote the momenta of each external propagator and mi is to distinguish distinct
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quark flavours. The bare and renormalized correlation functions are related by
ΓR
(
q1 , q2 , . . . , qn ;αR , aR ,m
i
R ;µ
)
= lim
→0
[
ZΓ (µ , ) ΓB
(
q1 , q2 , . . . , qn ;αB , aB ,m
i
B ; 
)]
,
(1.57)
ZΓ (µ , ) = Z
−nYM/2
3YM (µ , ) Z˜
−n˜/2
3 (µ , )Z
−nF/2
2F (µ , ) . (1.58)
Using Eqs. (1.56) and (1.58) it can be shown that the renormalized correlation function must
satisfy the differential equation
[
µ
∂
∂µ
+ β (α)α
∂
∂α
+ δ (α) a
∂
∂a
− γi (α)xi ∂
∂xi
− γΓ (α)
]
ΓR (α , a ,mi ;µ) = 0 , (1.59)
xi =
mi
µ
, γΓ (α) = −1
2
[nYMγYM (α) + nFγF (α) + n˜γ˜ (α)] , (1.60)
where all parameters should be interpreted as renormalized parameters and we have omitted
the momentum dependence of the renormalized correlation function. The parameter xi is
implicitly summed over all quark flavours. The differential equation above is called the renor-
malization group equation. The renormalization group functions in Eq. (1.60) are defined
as
µ
dα
dµ
= αβ (α , a , xi) ,
µ
mi
dmi
dµ
= −γi (α , a , xi) , µda
dµ
= aδ (α , a , xi) , (1.61)
µ
Z3YM
dZ3YM
dµ
= γYM (α , a , xi) ,
µ
Z2F
dZ2F
dµ
= γF (α , a , xi) ,
µ
Z˜3
dZ˜3
dµ
= γ˜ (α , a , xi) .
(1.62)
Note that the a and xi dependence of these functions was suppressed in Eq. (1.60). In the
MS and MS renormalization schemes all renormalization group functions are independent
of the mass parameter xi, and the β function is also independent of that gauge parameter
a [97].
An important consequence of the renormalization process is that parameters of the renor-
malized QCD Lagrangian depend on the renormalization scale, and hence are called running
parameters. The renormalization group equation can be used to determine how the running
parameters vary with the renormalization scale. First, however, the renormalization group
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functions must be calculated. For instance, the β function is calculated to O (α3) in Ref. [97].
We will now outline the calculation of the leading order term in the expansion. First, the
Slavnov-Taylor identities (1.46) allow us to write
α =
(gµ)2
4pi
, αR = Z
−1
α αB , Zα = Z˜
2
1 Z˜
−2
3 Z
−1
3YM . (1.63)
The renormalization factor Zα can be determined using the methods described previously.
To one-loop order,
Zα = 1 +
α
pi
[
11
4
− nf
6
]
1

, (1.64)
where nf denotes the number of quark flavours. In Ref. [97] it is shown that to lowest order
in α,
β (α) = −2α∂Z
(1)
α
∂α
, β (α) =
α
pi
β1 , β1 = −11
2
+
nf
3
, (1.65)
where Z
(1)
α denotes the divergent term in Eq. (1.64). In a similar fashion it can be shown
that to lowest order
γ (α) =
α
pi
γ1 , γ1 = 2 . (1.66)
The differential equations defining the renormalization group functions in Eq (1.62) can be
solved to determine how the QCD Lagrangian parameters depend on the renormalization
scale. For instance, using the one-loop expression for the β function (1.65), we find
µ
dα
dµ
= α2
β1
pi
→ α (µ) = α (M)
1− β1α(M)
2pi
log
[
µ2
M2
] , (1.67)
The value of β1 depends on the number of active quark flavours nf , as can be seen from
Eq. (1.65). In QSR calculations nf is chosen to encompass the heaviest quark in the hadron
being studied. For instance, if the heaviest quark is the charm quark nf = 4, whereas if it
is the bottom quark nf = 5. This is justified by the decoupling theorem, which states that
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contributions from quarks that are much heavier than the characteristic scale of the problem
are suppressed by the heavy quark mass [12]. In the MS scheme the value of the coupling at
the reference scale is taken to be
nf = 4 : α (M) = α (Mτ ) = 0.33± 0.01 , Mτ = 1.77 GeV ,
nf = 5 : α (M) = α (MZ) = 0.1184± 0.0007 , MZ = 91.118 GeV ,
(1.68)
where all numerical values have been taken from Ref. [20]. Similarly, using the one-loop
expression for the γ function (1.66), it can be shown that
µ
m
dm
dµ
= −αγ1
pi
→ m (µ) = m
[
α (µ)
α (m)
]− γ1
β1
, m = m (µ = m) . (1.69)
In the MS scheme the value of the quark mass at the reference scale is taken to be
nf = 4 : m = mc = m (µ = mc) = 1.28± 0.03 GeV ,
nf = 5 : m = mb = m (µ = mb) = 4.18± 0.03 GeV ,
(1.70)
where the numerical values are taken again from Ref. [20] and α (m) can be determined using
Eq. (1.67).
The β function signals an essential feature of QCD. Because β1 < 0, the one-loop QCD
coupling decreases with increasing energy scale. This defining characteristic of QCD is called
asymptotic freedom. Fig. 1.6 compares theoretical predictions and experimental measure-
ments of α (µ) at several different energy scales µ. The predicted and measured values are
in excellent agreement. Because asymptotic freedom is a prediction of QCD, this agreement
is a strong experimental confirmation of QCD [22].
1.4 QCD Laplace sum rules
The QCD coupling is small at high energies due to asymptotic freedom. This means that
perturbative expansions in QCD converge rapidly at high energies. However, at low energies
the coupling increases, and the convergence of the perturbative expansion suffers. In practical
terms this means that perturbative techniques alone are insufficient to describe QCD at low
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Figure 1.6: Experimental and theoretical predictions for the running QCD coupling
α (µ). Figure taken from Ref. [20].
energies.
There are two broad classes of theoretical techniques that are used to study hadrons:
those that are inspired by QCD and those that are based in QCD. The key distinction
between these two is that the latter utilize the QCD Lagrangian (1.40) while the former
do not. Most QCD-inspired techniques are based on effective field theory methods, such as
chiral perturbation theory [45] or heavy quark effective theory [93]. Additional QCD-inspired
methods include potential models [74] and techniques based on the AdS/CFT correspondence
in string theory [69]. Methods that are based in QCD typically augment perturbation theory
in some way or avoid it entirely. In lattice QCD the path integral is calculated numerically
in a discretized Euclidean space [73]. The Dyson-Schwinger equations are an infinite set
of coupled integral equations relating various correlation functions in the interacting theory.
When truncated, the equations can be solved and used to determine hadronic parameters [85].
Another QCD-based approach is QCD sum rules (QSR).
The QSR method is based upon the concept of quark-hadron duality and on the operator
product expansion (OPE). Refs. [106, 107] are the original papers outlining the QSR tech-
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nique and reviews of its methodology are given in Refs. [104, 38, 89]. QSR depends critically
on the concept of quark-hadron duality, which asserts that hadrons can be described equally
well in terms resonances or in terms of bound states composed of quarks and gluons. This du-
ality is realized globally rather than locally, in the sense that the two descriptions agree when
suitably averaged. Calculations on the QCD side of the duality relation can be performed
using the OPE, which naturally includes both perturbative and non-perturbative effects.
The hadron side of the duality can be invoked using an experimentally known hadronic spec-
tral function, or a suitable resonance model. Ultimately there are two main applications of
QSR that utilize this duality in opposite directions. The first uses experimentally known
hadronic parameters to determine unknown QCD parameters, such as quark masses (see
e.g. Ref. [91]). The second involves determining unknown hadronic parameters in terms of
known QCD parameters, using an appropriate model for the hadronic spectral function. The
research presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 6 uses the second approach to predict the properties
of exotic hadrons.
1.4.1 Dispersion Relation
All QSR calculations begin with a QCD correlation function of the form
Π
(
Q2
)
= i
∫
d4x eiq·x 〈Ω| [ J (x) J† (0) ] |Ω〉 , Q2 = −q2 , (1.71)
where the current J is a composite operator that couples to the hadron being studied. Tech-
niques for calculating the correlation function will be discussed in Section 1.4.3. The analytic
properties of the correlation function (1.71) can be used to show that Π (Q2) and its imag-
inary part ImΠ (Q2) are related by a dispersion relation. In turn, ImΠ (Q2) is related to a
hadronic spectral function. Quark-hadron duality is therefore encoded through this disper-
sion relation.
We will now demonstrate how the dispersion relation can be derived by appealing to the
analytic properties of the correlation function. To do so, we will calculate the contour integral
I =
∮
C
dz
2pii
Π (z)
zn (z −Q2) , (1.72)
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Figure 1.7: Integration contour used to derive the dispersion relation between the
correlation function and its imaginary part. The correlation function has a branch cut
on the interval z ∈ (−∞ ,−t0], where t0 is the hadronic threshold.
which is depicted in Fig. 1.7. The branch cut singularity is due to the correlation function
and the integrand has poles at z = 0 and z = Q2 as depicted in the figure. The value of n is
chosen to ensure that the contribution of the radial contour vanishes as its radius is taken to
infinity. As an example, we will derive the dispersion relation used in Chapter 4, where the
correlation function satisfies
lim
z→∞
Π (z) ∼ z log2 (z) . (1.73)
The dispersion relation can be derived by evaluating the contour integral (1.72) in two ways
and equating the results. First, we will evaluate the contribution from each portion of the
contour C. The radial portion of the contour can be bounded using (1.73):
|IR| ≤ lim
R→∞
Π (R)
Rn
= lim
R→∞
R log2 (R)
Rn
= lim
R→∞
log2 (R)
R
= 0 , (1.74)
where we have set n = 2 to ensure that the contribution of the radial contour is zero. In
order to determine the contribution of the portion of C that circles the branch point, we
must know the behaviour of the correlation function near the hadronic threshold t0. The
correlation function in Chapter 4 is regular at this point, therefore the contribution of the
portion of the contour that circles the branch point is zero. The only remaining portions of
the contour C are those that are above and below the branch cut in Fig. 1.7. For these, we
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find
I =
∫ ∞
t0
dt
2pii
Π (te−ipi)− Π (teipi)
t2 (t+Q2)
, (1.75)
where Π (te−ipi) and Π (teipi) are the values of the correlation function at points below and
above the branch cut, respectively. Therefore Eq. (1.75) effectively requires the discontinuity
of the correlation function across the branch cut. However, the correlation function satisfies
Schwarz reflection [101], which implies that
[Π (z∗)]∗ = Π (z) → Π (te−ipi)− Π (teipi) = 2i ImΠ (te−ipi) , (1.76)
where z∗ denotes the complex conjugate of z and ImΠ (te−ipi) is the imaginary part of the
correlation function evaluated at a point below the branch cut. The imaginary part of the
correlation function is equivalent to the hadronic spectral function ρhad (t) (see Ref. [89] for
a proof of this). Using this and substituting Eq. (1.76) into Eq. (1.75) yields
I =
1
pi
∫ ∞
t0
dt
ρhad (t)
t2 (t+Q2)
. (1.77)
The contour integral (1.72) can also be evaluated using the residue theorem, with the result
I =
1
Q4
[
Π
(
Q2
)− Π (0)−Q2Π′ (0)] , Π′ (0) = d
dQ2
Π
(
Q2
)∣∣∣∣
Q2=0
. (1.78)
Equating the results for the contour integral given in Eq. (1.77) and Eq. (1.78), the following
dispersion relation results:
Π
(
Q2
)
= Π (0) +Q2Π′ (0) +
Q4
pi
∫ ∞
t0
dt
ρhad (t)
t2 (t+Q2)
. (1.79)
1.4.2 Borel Transform
The dispersion relation (1.79) relates the correlation function Π (Q2) that can be calculated
in QCD to the hadronic spectral function ρhad (t) which can be parametrized in terms of the
hadronic parameters. In principle this can be used to calculate hadronic parameters, such
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as masses, in terms of QCD parameters. However, in practice this approach fails. In general
we are interested in the ground state hadron in a certain JPC channel. The spectral function
will include this state, along with excited states and the continuum. Hence it is difficult to
isolate the ground state contribution when such a dispersion relation is used. In addition,
the correlation function Π (Q2) often contains field theoretical divergences and its value at
Q2 = 0 is usually unknown.
The critical insight of Refs. [106, 107] is that these difficulties can be overcome by applying
the Borel transform to the dispersion relation (1.79), which is defined as
Bˆ ≡ lim
N, Q2→∞
N/Q2≡τ
(−Q2)N
Γ(N)
(
d
dQ2
)N
. (1.80)
The Borel transform has the following properties:
Bˆ
[
Q2n
]
= 0 , Bˆ
[
Q2n
t+Q2
]
= τ (−1)n e−tτ , (1.81)
where n > 0. In Ref. [21] it was shown that the Borel transform is related to the inverse
Laplace transform via
Bˆ
τ
[
f
(
Q2
)]
= L−1 [f (Q2) ; τ] = 1
2pii
b+i∞∫
b−i∞
dQ2f
(
Q2
)
eQ
2τ , (1.82)
where b is defined such that f (Q2) is analytic to the right of the integration contour. Multi-
plying both sides of Eq. (1.79) by (−Q2)k and taking the Borel transform using Eq. (1.81),
the dispersion relation becomes
Bˆ
τ
[(−Q2)k Π (Q2)] = 1
pi
∫ ∞
t0
dt tk e−tτ ρhad (t) . (1.83)
Note that the Borel transform has removed the Π (0) and Π′ (0) terms. In addition, any
terms in the explicit field-theoretic expression for Π (Q2) that are polynomials in Q2 will
be removed by the Borel transform. Note that this includes any divergences of the form
−nf (Q2) where f (Q2) is a polynomial in Q2. However, such terms will not be eliminated
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by the Borel transform when the function f (Q2) is not a polynomial in Q2. These are
called non-local divergences and must be dealt with through renormalization. Furthermore,
the Borel transform has introduced an exponential factor which serves to suppress excited
state contributions to the hadronic spectral function. In order to isolate the ground state
contribution, it is conventional to parametrize the hadronic spectral function in terms of a
resonance and continuum:
ρhad (t) = ρres (t) + θ (t− s0) ρcont (t) , ρcont (t) = ImΠ
(
te−ipi
)
, (1.84)
where θ (t− s0) is the Heaviside step function and s0 is the continuum threshold (s0 > t0).
The continuum contribution is related to the imaginary part of the QCD correlation function
through the optical theorem [100]. Inserting this into Eq. (1.83) yields
Rk (τ , s0) = 1
pi
∫ ∞
t0
dt tk e−tτ ρres (t) , (1.85)
Rk (τ , s0) = Bˆ
τ
[(−Q2)k Π (Q2)]− 1
pi
∫ ∞
s0
dt tk e−tτ ImΠ
(
te−ipi
)
. (1.86)
The quantity Rk (τ , s0) can be calculated in QCD, and is related to the spectral function
ρres (t). The spectral function ρres (t) can be measured experimentally, or it can be modeled in
terms of the physical properties of the hadron being studied. Therefore, Eq. (1.86) provides
a direct relationship between QCD calculations and hadronic parameters. This is the central
identity of QCD Laplace sum rules.
Before proceeding it is useful to consider possible forms that Rk (τ , s0) can take. Typi-
cally, the correlation function Π (Q2) involves functions that have a branch cut on the interval
Q2 ∈ (−∞ ,−t0] and functions that have a pole at Q2 = −t0. Those that have a pole generally
have the form
Πpole
(
Q2
) ∼ 1
(Q2 + t0)
n , (1.87)
where n is a positive integer. Because Eq. (1.87) has no imaginary part, the contribution of
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such a function to the sum rule is given by
Rpolek (τ) =
Bˆ
τ
[(−Q2)k Πpole (Q2)] , (1.88)
which is independent of the continuum threshold s0. The following result is useful in order
to calculate the Borel transform [97]:
Bˆ
τ
[
(−Q2)k
Q2 + t0
]
= t2k0 e
−t0τ . (1.89)
Note that Eq. (1.89) can be extended to cases where the denominator is raised to a higher
power by differentiating with respect to t0.
Figure 1.8: Contour integral used to calculate the inverse Laplace transform in
Eq. (1.91). The function has a branch cut on the interval Q2 ∈ (−∞ ,−t0], where
t0 is the hadronic threshold.
Functions that have a branch cut can be dealt with using the relationship between the Borel
transform and the inverse Laplace transform (1.82). The contribution to the sum rule is
given by
Rbranchk (τ , s0) =
Bˆ
τ
[(−Q2)k Πbranch (Q2)]− 1
pi
∫ ∞
s0
dt tk e−tτ ImΠbranch
(
te−ipi
)
, (1.90)
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The first term in Eq. (1.90) is an inverse Laplace transform
L−1
[(−Q2)k Πbranch (Q2) ; τ] = 1
2pii
b+i∞∫
b−i∞
dQ2
(−Q2)k Πbranch (Q2) eQ2τ . (1.91)
This can be calculated using the residue theorem. For instance, consider the contour integral
I =
1
2pii
∮
C
dQ2
(−Q2)k Πbranch (Q2) eQ2τ , (1.92)
where the integration contour C is depicted in Fig. 1.8. By the residue theorem I = 0, and
hence
IL = −IR − Itop − Iη − Ibottom , (1.93)
where IL, IR, Itop, Iη and Ibottom denote the portion of contour C in Fig 1.8 parallel to the
imaginary axis, the radial contour, the portion above the branch cut, the portion that circles
the branch cut, and the portion below the branch cut, respectively. The exponential factor in
Eq. (1.91) ensures that IR = 0 for R→∞ and Iη = 0 provided that Πbranch (−t0) is regular.
It can be shown that the remaining portions of the contour give
IL =
1
2pii
∞∫
t0
dt tk
[
Πbranch
(
te−ipi
)− Πbranch (teipi)] e−tτ = 1
pi
∞∫
t0
dt tkImΠ
(
te−ipi
)
e−tτ , (1.94)
where we have used the fact that Πbranch (Q2) must satisfy Schwarz reflection. Inserting this
into Eq. (1.90), we find
Rbranchk (τ , s0) =
1
pi
s0∫
t0
dt tk e−tτ ImΠbranch
(
te−ipi
)
. (1.95)
In general, the field theoretic correlation function Π (Q2) will contain functions that have
a branch cut, and in order to formulate the contribution of these to the sum rule we must
evaluate the imaginary part of these functions below the branch cut. In principle, only the
imaginary part of the correlation function is needed in order to use Eq. (1.95). However, there
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are some situations in which the entire correlation function is needed in order to properly
formulate the sum rule. For example, some terms in the correlation function may be singular
at the branch point. This occurs in Chapter 3, for instance. In this case, the integrand
in Eq. (1.95) is singular at the lower limit of integration. However, this difficulty can be
overcome by noting that contribution to the inverse Laplace transform from the integration
contour Iη in Eq. (1.93) is singular as the radius of the contour is taken to zero. This
compensates for the integration divergence in Eq. (1.95). In this way a limiting procedure
can be developed such that the integration in Eq. (1.95) is well-defined. In order to do so
the entire correlation function Π (Q2) must be known, however.
1.4.3 Operator Product Expansion
In QSR analyses we typically wish to study a hadronic state |h〉 with certain JPC quantum
numbers. To do so, we define a current J with the same quantum numbers that couples to
the hadronic state
〈Ω|J |h〉 = Λfh (1.96)
where Λ is a dimensionful constant and fh is a dimensionless factor that measures how
strongly the hadronic state |h〉 couples to the current J . The current is a local composite
operator composed of quark and gluon fields that approximate the valence quark and gluon
content of the hadronic state |h〉. However, it is important to note that more than one
current J may couple to a single hadronic state. Chapter 6 explores such a scenario. Once
the current J has been constructed, we form the correlation function
Π
(
Q2
)
= i
∫
d4x eiq·x〈Ω|T [J (x) J† (0)] |Ω〉 , Q2 = −q2 , (1.97)
which can be calculated using the perturbative expansion (1.19). However, as mentioned
previously the QCD coupling becomes large at hadronic energy scales and hence a purely
perturbative approach cannot adequately describe low energy phenomena.
In QSR, confinement is assumed to exist, and its effects are parametrized through the
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operator product expansion (OPE) [127]:
lim
x→0
J (x) J† (0) =
∑
n
Cn (x) : On (0) : , (1.98)
where the Wilson coefficients Cn (x) are functions of x and : On (0) : are normal ordered
composite operators of dimension n (the dimensions of quark and gluon fields are discussed
in Appendix A). Taking the vacuum expectation value and moving to momentum space, the
OPE reads
lim
Q2→∞
∫
d4x eiq·xJ (x) J† (0) =
∑
n
〈Ω| : On (0) : |Ω〉
∫
d4x eiq·xCn (x) . (1.99)
The lowest dimensional operator in the OPE is the identity operator, which corresponds
to purely perturbative contributions. Each higher dimensional operator On (0) is a normal
ordered combination of quark and gluon fields whose vacuum expectation value does not van-
ish. These are called condensates and represent non-trivial features of the QCD vacuum |Ω〉.
Through the OPE, QSR analyses naturally include both perturbative and non-perturbative
effects. The OPE involves an implicit separation of scales: the condensates and Wilson
coefficients represent low and high energy phenomena, respectively. As such, the Wilson co-
efficients can be calculated perturbatively. The condensates are gauge invariant and Lorentz
invariant combinations of quark and gluon fields. The two most important condensates are
the quark and gluon condensates
mq〈q¯q〉 = mq〈Ω| : q¯ (0) q (0) : |Ω〉 , α〈G2〉 = α〈Ω| : Gaµν (0)Gµνa (0) : |Ω〉 , (1.100)
both of which have dimension four. Note that the quark condensate does not include heavy
flavours because the heavy quark condensate can be related to the gluon condensate. It is
important to stress that the numerical values of condensates cannot be calculated directly
within QCD. Rather, they must be determined empirically. One such method involves using
QSR duality relations to relate condensates to experimental data, for instance. The quark
condensate can be defined in terms of the pion mass and decay constant via the Gell-Mann-
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Oakes-Renner relation [52]:
mq〈q¯q〉 = −1
2
f 2pim
2
pi , fpi = 0.093 GeV , mpi = 0.139 GeV , (1.101)
where the numerical values have been taken from Ref. [20]. The gluon condensate can be
extracted from a QSR analysis of charmonium [90], which yields
〈αG2〉 = (7.5± 2.0)× 10−2 GeV4 . (1.102)
Higher-dimensional condensates involving more quark and gluon fields also exist. For in-
stance, the mixed condensate has dimension-five and is given by
〈Ω| : g q¯ (0) λ
a
2
σµνGaµν (0) q (0) : |Ω〉 = 〈q¯σGq〉 = M20 〈q¯q〉 , (1.103)
where M20 = (0.8± 0.1) GeV2, which was determined from baryon sum rules [41]. The
dimension-six gluon condensate is given by
〈Ω| : g3 fabcGaαβ (0)Gbβγ (0)Gcγα (0) : |Ω〉 = 〈g3G3〉 = (8.2± 1.0) GeV2 〈αG2〉 , (1.104)
which was also determined in Ref. [90]. Additional condensates include the dimension-six
quark condensate and the dimension-eight gluon condensate, which are given in Ref. [89].
In QSR calculations the correlation function (1.97) is evaluated using the OPE (1.99).
Contributions that are proportional to the identity operator correspond to purely perturba-
tive effects, while contributions from higher dimensional operators in the OPE correspond to
non-perturbative effects that are represented through condensates. In practice, the simplest
way to calculate these contributions is with the aid of Wick’s theorem (1.16). For instance,
consider the calculation of a correlation function of the form
Π
(
Q2
)
= i
∫
d4x eiq·x〈Ω|T [J (x) J† (0)] |Ω〉 , Q2 = −q2 , (1.105)
where J (x) = q¯ (x) q (x). The correlation function can be calculated using the perturbative
expansion (1.19). The lowest order term in the perturbative expansion involves the following
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time ordered product, which can be evaluated using Wick’s theorem (1.16):
T [q (x) q¯ (x) q¯ (0) q (0)] = : q (x) q¯ (x) q¯ (0) q (0) :
− q (x) q¯ (0) q (0) q¯ (x)
+ q (0) q¯ (x) : q¯ (0) q (x) :
+ : q¯ (x) q (0) : q (x) q¯ (0) .
(1.106)
Note that the first term in Eq. (1.106) corresponds to a disconnected diagram and can be
ignored. The second term in Eq. (1.106) is the O (g0) contribution to the n = 0 Wilson
coefficient in the OPE. That is, the second term represents the leading-order perturbative
contribution to the correlation function (1.105). The third and fourth terms in Eq. (1.106)
involve the normal ordered product of two quark fields at distinct locations. Ultimately, the
normal ordered products will be related to condensate contributions, i.e. terms in the OPE
with n > 0. The propagators that multiply these terms will lead to the corresponding Wilson
coefficients.
Note that because of the limit the definition of the perturbative expansion (1.19), the
vacuum expectation value of these terms is taken using |Ω〉. For instance, the fourth term in
Eq. (1.106) involves the vacuum expectation value
〈Ω| : q¯ (x) q (0) : |Ω〉 = 〈Ω| : q¯ (0) q (0) : |Ω〉+ xµ∂µ 〈Ω| : q¯ (x) q (0) : |Ω〉|x=0 +O
(
x2
)
(1.107)
The first term in this expansion can be identified with the quark condensate 〈q¯q〉 (1.101).
The second term is problematic because it involves the derivative ∂µ and hence is not gauge
invariant. Ultimately the higher order terms in this expansion will be related to higher
dimensional condensates, which are gauge invariant by definition. Therefore the expansion
in Eq. (1.107) must be performed in a gauge invariant fashion. This can be achieved using
fixed-point gauge techniques [95], or equivalently using plane wave methods [16]. Here we
will use fixed-point gauge, where the gluon field satisfies
xµAaµ (x) = 0 . (1.108)
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Using this gauge, the derivative in Eq. (1.107) can be replaced by a covariant derivative. In
Ref. [97] the fixed-point gauge expansion of the vacuum expectation value in Eq. (1.107) is
explicitly calculated to third order in x. Higher order terms in the expansion can expressed
naturally in terms of higher dimensional condensates. For instance, O (x2) terms in the ex-
pansion are proportional to the mixed condensate (1.103) while O (x3) terms are proportional
to the dimension-six quark condensate.
So far we have only considered the leading order term in the perturbative expansion of
the correlation function (1.105). Higher order terms that are generated by the perturba-
tive expansion (1.19) can be evaluated within the OPE using an approach identical to that
described above. However, this naturally leads to time ordered products that include not
only the quark fields of the currents in Eq. (1.105), but also quark and gluon fields from
the QCD action. This means that vacuum expectation values involving gluon fields will be
encountered. Fixed point gauge techniques can be used to express the gluon field in terms
of the gluon field strength, and hence a manifestly gauge invariant expansion of vacuum
expectation values involving gluon fields can be constructed. Fixed point expansions of vac-
uum expectation values involving gluons are discussed in Ref. [97]. Ultimately, the terms
in the resulting expansion will lead to contributions from the gluon condensate (1.100) and
dimension-six gluon condensate (1.104), for instance.
In QSR calculations the OPE is usually truncated at some order and the Wilson coeffi-
cients are calculated to a certain order in the coupling α. For instance, Chapter 3 studies
heavy quarkonium hybrids which are probed by the current
Jµ =
g
2
Q¯λaγνG˜aµνQ , G˜
a
µν =
1
2
µναβG
αβ
a , (1.109)
where Q and Gαβa denote a heavy quark field and the gluon field strength, respectively. In
Chapter 3 the perturbative, dimension-four 〈αG2〉 and dimension-six 〈g3G3〉 gluon condensate
contributions are included in the OPE. Because the hybrid current (1.109) contains only
heavy quarks, condensates that include light quark fields contribute at higher orders in the
expansion and are suppressed. The Wilson coefficients for the perturbative, dimension-four
and dimension-six gluon condensate are calculated to leading order in the coupling α. The
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evaluation of leading order contributions to the Wilson coefficients involves the calculation
of multiple two-loop momentum integrals. These loop integrals are often quite difficult to
evaluate and constitute a significant technical barrier to extending QSR calculations to higher
orders. Chapter 2 discusses techniques for evaluating loop integrals.
1.4.4 Hadronic Spectral Function
As mentioned previously, the hadronic spectral function can be measured experimentally.
For instance, the spectral function for hadronic states with JPC = 1−− is related to the ratio
of the cross sections
R(s) =
σ (e−e+ → hadrons )
σ (e−e+ → µ−µ+) . (1.110)
This spectral function is shown in Fig. 1.9.
Figure 1.9: The hadronic spectral function R(s). The horizontal axis is the center
of mass frame collision energy of the electron and positron in units of GeV and the
vertical axis is the dimensionless number R(s). The resonances labeled ρ, ω and φ
correspond to distinct hadrons. The electron and positron annihilate through a virtual
photon or Z boson, both of which have the quantum numbers JPC = 1−−. Therefore
all of these hadrons must have these quantum numbers. The horizontal location of
each resonance peak is the mass of the hadron corresponding to the resonance. The
region between 1.5 GeV and 3.0 GeV is the continuum which is described well by the
three-loop perturbative QCD calculation. Note that in the region below 1.5 GeV the
QCD prediction and resonance features agree in the sense of a global average. This
is an example of the concept of quark-hadron duality which is crucial to QSR. Figure
taken from Ref. [20].
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Experimentally known spectral functions such as that shown in Fig. 1.9 can be related
to a theoretically calculated correlation function Π (Q2) via Eq. (1.86). In this way, QSR
techniques can be used to extract QCD parameters in terms of experimentally measured
quantities.
Alternatively, a resonance model can be used to calculate hadron properties in terms
of QCD parameters. This must be done in order to study exotic hadrons with QSR. For
instance, a single narrow resonance can be parametrized as
ρres (t) = pif 2δ
(
t−M2) (1.111)
where f andM are the decay constant and mass of the hadron corresponding to the resonance.
It is natural to question accuracy of this admittedly rather simple resonance model. However,
it is important to remember that in QCD Laplace sum rules the resonance is multiplied by an
exponential factor which tends to obscure any detailed features of the resonance. In addition,
methods described in Ref. [46] can be used to estimate resonance width effects. The most
basic quantity of interest in any QSR analysis is the hadron mass which can be determined
using this model. Inserting Eq. (1.111) into Eq. (1.86) yields
Rk (τ , s0) = f 2M2ke−M2τ . (1.112)
The hadron mass M can be isolated and is given by
M (τ , s0) =
√
R1 (τ , s0)
R0 (τ , s0) . (1.113)
Using this result a hadron mass M can be extracted from the theoretically calculated quantity
Rk (τ , s0).
Note that the hadron mass given in Eq. (1.113) is a function of the Borel parameter τ
and continuum threshold s0. The Borel parameter τ probes the hadronic spectral function
at various energies while the continuum threshold s0 is built into the model of the hadronic
spectral function 1.84 and is predicted in the QSR analysis. We must first find a region where
the mass prediction (1.113) varies little with the Borel parameter. For a given value of s0 we
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first determine a range of τ values for which the sum rule is considered reliable, called the
sum rule window. In order to do this it is convenient to define the Borel mass MB = 1/
√
τ .
There are multiple ways in which the sum rule window can be defined. All approaches involve
fixing lower and upper limits on the Borel mass. Typically contributions from condensates
become significant at small values of MB whereas contributions from the continuum become
important at large values of MB. Therefore placing restrictions on condensate contributions
to the sum rule can be used to place a lower bound on MB, whereas restrictions on continuum
contributions can be used to place an upper bound on MB. The resulting range of MB values
is where the sum rule is considered to be reliable, or the sum rule window. However, the
width of the sum rule window varies with the value of s0.
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Figure 1.10: Examples of stable (left) and unstable (right) sum rules. The stable
sum rule exhibits τ stability within the sum rule window whereas the unstable sum rule
does not. In the unstable case there is no region in the sum rule window where the
mass prediction given by Eq. (1.113) displays weak dependence on the Borel parameter.
Mass predictions made from unstable sum rules are unreliable for this reason. The left
and right figures correspond to the scalar and pseudoscalar charm-light diquark sum
rules from Chapter 4, respectively.
The value of s0 can be constrained through the requirement of τ stability [89]:
d
dτ
M (τ , s0) = 0 . (1.114)
Examples of stable and unstable sum rules are shown in Fig. 1.10. The smallest value of s0
in which the mass prediction (1.113) exhibits τ stability within the sum rule window is taken
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to be the minimum value smin0 . The optimal value of s0 is determined using
χ2 (s0) =
∑
j
(
1
M
√
R1 (τj, s0)
R0 (τj, s0) − 1
)2
, s0 ≥ smin0 . (1.115)
The optimal value of s0 is that which minimizes (1.115). The sum in Eq. (1.115) is calculated
over the sum rule window corresponding to smin0 . Once the optimal value s
opt
0 has been
determined, the mass can be extracted by fitting M
(
sopt0 , τ
)
to a constant over the sum rule
window.
1.4.5 QCD sum rules and Heavy Quarkonium-like states
The QSR method has been applied to a wide variety of problems in hadronic physics. In
particular, QSR calculations provide crucial information on the properties of exotic hadrons.
This theoretical input helps to guide the experimental search for such states. The majority
of QSR studies of exotic hadrons have focused on those that are much lighter than the heavy
quarkonium-like states (see Ref. [89] for a detailed review).
However, the recently discovered XYZ states have motivated QSR studies of exotic
hadrons that may exist within the same mass region as heavy quarkonia. Nearly all of
this work has considered four-quark states, which can be realized as molecules or tetraquarks
(Ref. [94] provides a review). A common feature of all of these studies is the use of currents
that contain four quark fields. However, for reasons discussed in Chapter 4, QSR studies that
use four-quark currents cannot distinguish between the molecular and tetraquark configura-
tions. An alternate approach is to use diquark currents, which are relevant to tetraquarks
only. This approach was first applied to diquarks containing a heavy quark in Ref. [125].
The research presented in Chapter 4 serves to extend this work.
Hybrid mesons could also exist in the heavy quarkonium mass region. Surprisingly, this
possibility has been little explored by QSR practitioners. Refs. [55, 56, 54] comprise the
earliest QSR studies of heavy quarkonium hybrids. These studies examined a wide variety of
JPC channels. However, the sum rules for many channels exhibited instabilities, and hence
the resulting mass predictions in those channels are unreliable. Ref. [102] recently performed
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an updated analysis of the 1−− channel. The research presented in Chapter 3 updates the
1++ and 0−+ heavy hybrid sum rules and extracts reliable mass predictions in both cases.
QSR analyses of heavy quarkonium-like states necessarily use currents containing heavy
quarks. In practice, this means that the loop integrals that must be evaluated in order to
determine the Wilson coefficients are quite complicated. This is in contrast to QSR studies
of hadrons composed of light quarks, which are often performed in the chiral limit where the
light quark masses are neglected. However, the heavy quark mass cannot be neglected and
the resulting loop integrals lead to complicated functions in the dimensionless ratio of the
external momentum and the heavy quark mass. Chapter 2 discusses techniques for evaluating
these integrals.
1.5 Outline of Thesis
This thesis has been prepared in the manuscript style. Chapter 2 develops techniques for
evaluating loop integrals that are essential in subsequent chapters. Chapter 3 includes two
closely related manuscripts that have been published in the Journal of Physics G and Phys-
ical Review D. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 each consist of individual manuscripts that have been
published in Physical Review D, Journal of Physics G and Nuclear Physics A, respectively.
The copyright agreements of the respective journals grant permission for articles to be re-
produced in a thesis. Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 each include an introduction to the research
presented therein, along with a discussion of the results of the research and its relation to
the thesis as a whole. Chapter 7 discusses the themes of the research presented in this thesis
and their relation to the field of hadron spectroscopy in general. Appendices A and B discuss
conventions and mathematical functions used in this thesis, respectively.
The research presented in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 involves three overarching themes.
The first theme is the use of QSR techniques to extract mass predictions for exotic hadrons
containing heavy quarks, and the comparison of these mass predictions with the XYZ states.
The second theme involves the application of sophisticated loop integration techniques, which
are described in Chapter 2. These techniques are essential for all of the research in this thesis.
The third theme is the development of the renormalization methodology used in higher-order
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QSR calculations. Table 1.4 summarizes the research presented in subsequent chapters.
Chapter Description and Key Results Themes
1 2 3
3 QSR study of JPC = 1++ , 0−+ heavy quarkonium hybrids. X X
M (1++ , cc¯g) = 5.13± 0.25 GeV, M (0−+ , cc¯g) = 3.82± 0.13 GeV.
These results preclude the pure charmonium hybrid interpretation of
the X(3872) and support the charmonium hybrid interpretation of
the Y (3940).
4 QSR study of JPC = 0± , 1± heavy-light diquarks. X X X
M (0+ , cq) = 1.86± 0.05 GeV, M (1+ , cq) = 1.87± 0.10 GeV,
M (0+ , bq) = M (1+ , bq) = 5.20± 0.10 GeV. These masses are
consistent with constituent diquark models, providing QCD-based
support for the tetraquark interpretation of the X(3872), Z±c (3895),
Yb(10890), Z
±
b (10610) and Z
±
b (10650). The renormalization
methodology needed for next-to-leading order QSR calculations is
also developed.
5 Calculation of two-loop scalar diquark operator renormalization
factor.
X X
The renormalization factor and anomalous dimension are calculated
to O (α2). These results are utilized in Chapter 4.
6 QSR analysis of mixing between scalar gluonium and quark mesons. X X
The perturbative contribution to the non-diagonal scalar
gluonium-quark meson correlation function is calculated. The
renormalization methodology needed for QSR studies involving
non-diagonal correlation functions is developed.
Table 1.4: Summary of thesis research.
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Chapter 2
Loop Integrals
Correlation functions of quantum fields are related to experimentally observable quan-
tities and as such they are the building blocks of all calculations in quantum field theory.
When the perturbative expansion of a correlation function is extended to higher orders, in-
tegrals over the momentum variables that circulate in Feynman diagrams are encountered.
These integrals can be rather difficult and many powerful techniques have been developed
to evaluate them. Much of this activity is driven by steady increases in experimental accu-
racy: as experimental measurements become more precise, so must theoretical calculations.
Refs. [110, 112] provide reviews of modern techniques for evaluating loop integrals. This
chapter will focus on the integrals and techniques that are used in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6.
2.1 Properties of Loop Integrals
Ref. [39] provides a careful exposition of the properties of dimensionally regularized mo-
mentum integrals. As we shall see in Section 2.2, the iη pole prescription in the Feynman
propagator permits a transition from Minkowski space to Euclidean space, thus without loss
of generality we may consider all momentum integrals as existing in a d-dimensional Eu-
clidean space. Dimensionally regularized integrals are completely analogous with integrals in
a Euclidean space with an arbitrary integer number of dimensions. The integration operation
is linear so that
∫
ddk [a1f1(k) + a2f2(k)] = a1
∫
ddkf1(k) + a2
∫
ddkf2(k) . (2.1)
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Integration variables may be rescaled, leading to the definition
∫
ddkf(ak) = a−d
∫
ddkf(k) , (2.2)
which is consistent with the d-dimensional definition of the Jacobian. The integration oper-
ation also respects translation invariance:
∫
ddkf(k + q) =
∫
ddkf(k) . (2.3)
The normalization of the integrals is fixed through the Gaussian integral
∫
ddk exp
[
−k
2
a2
]
= ad pi
d
2 , a2 > 0 . (2.4)
An important property is that integrals that do not involve a mass or external momenta are
identically zero, that is
∫
ddk k2n = 0 , (2.5)
for all values of n. This result is proven in Ref. [39]. Integrals such as (2.5) that do not
depend on any external scales are called massless tadpoles.
2.2 Integrals with at most one massive propagator
The most basic loop integral is the one-loop massive tadpole, which is given by
A (d ;n ,m) = lim
η→0+
1
µd−4
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
1
[k2 −m2 + iη]n . (2.6)
where µ denotes the renormalization scale. A Feynman diagram representing this loop in-
tegral is shown in Fig. 2.1. The momentum of the particle with mass m that circulates the
loop is k, as such k is called the loop momentum. There is a correspondence between the
topology of a Feynman diagram and the structure of the loop integral that it represents.
In particular, the flow of momenta through a diagram is closely related to the form of the
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corresponding integral. The Feynman diagrams in this chapter are intended to emphasize
this correspondence, therefore they do not specify the spin or mass of any given particle and
only serve to indicate the flow of momenta through the diagram.
Figure 2.1: Feynman diagram representing the A-type massive tadpole integral.
The iη pole prescription is related to causality and is implicitly included in all propagators.
As we are in Minkowski space, so the momentum k has one temporal component k0 and d−1
spatial components ki. Thus the integral can be written as
A (d ;n ,m) = lim
η→0+
1
µd−4
d−1∏
i=1
∫
dki
2pi
∫
dk0
2pi
1
[k20 − k2i −m2 + iη]n
. (2.7)
Im k0
Re k0
Figure 2.2: Integration contours for the k0 integral in (2.7). Poles are indicated by ⊗
symbols.
The k0 integral has poles at k0 = ±
√
k2i +m
2 ∓ iη, as shown in Fig. 2.2. The locations
of the poles permit the integration contour to be shifted as shown in Fig. 2.2. Rather
than integrating along the real k0 axis, we perform a Wick rotation and integrate along the
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imaginary k0 axis. This is equivalent to the following change of variables:
k0 = i `d , dk0 = i d`d , ki = `i , d
dk = i dd` , `2 =
d∑
i=1
`2i . (2.8)
Formally this is equivalent to moving to a d-dimensional Euclidean space, therefore we can
evaluate the integral in d-dimensional spherical coordinates. In these coordinates the volume
element is given by
dd` = `d−1d` dΩd , (2.9)
where d` denotes the integration over the radial coordinate and dΩd denotes the integrations
over the d− 1 angular coordinates. The η → 0+ limit can now be safely evaluated, and the
integral (2.7) becomes
A (d ;n ,m) =
i
(2pi)d
(−1)n
µd−4
∫
dΩd
∫ ∞
0
d`
`d−1
[`2 +m2]n
. (2.10)
The angular integration can be performed using the d-dimensional Euclidean space Gaussian
integral (2.4) and converting to spherical coordinates [100]. The result is
∫
dΩd =
2pi
d
2
Γ
(
d
2
) . (2.11)
Making the change of variables z = `
2
m2
, the radial integral can be evaluated in terms of the
Beta function (B.11):
1
2
(
m2
) d
2
−n
∫ ∞
0
dz
z
d
2
−1
[1 + z]n
=
1
2
(
m2
) d
2
−n Γ
(
d
2
)
Γ
(
n− d
2
)
Γ (n)
. (2.12)
The final result for the one-loop massive tadpole integral (2.6) is
A (d ;n ,m) =
i
(4pi)2
(−m2)2−n [ m2
4piµ2
] d
2
−2 Γ
(
n− d
2
)
Γ (n)
. (2.13)
Note that the mass dimension of this result is the same as that of the original integral (2.6),
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namely 4− 2n. Typically, we will be interested in the behaviour of this integral near d = 4,
which can be determined by setting d = 4 + 2 and expanding around  = 0. However,
we will refrain from doing so until Section 2.6. By itself, this integral is not particularly
useful in QCD sum rule analyses because it has no momentum dependence. However, it is
extraordinarily useful as a means for deriving more complicated integrals.
Now consider the one-loop integral
B (d ;n1 , 0 ;n2 ,m) =
1
µd−4
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
1
k2n1 [ (k − q)2 −m2 ]n2 , (2.14)
which is depicted in Fig. 2.3. This integral is reminiscent of a quark self-energy contribution,
therefore it is called a self-energy integral.
Figure 2.3: Feynman diagram representing the B-type self-energy integral.
This integral can be evaluated with the aid of the following identity [97]:
1
AαBβ
=
Γ(α + β)
Γ(α)Γ(β)
∫ 1
0
dx
xα−1(1− x)β−1
[Ax+B(1− x)]α+β . (2.15)
The variable x is called a Feynman parameter. This identity can be used to combine the
two propagators in (2.14) so that the integral can be performed using the result (2.13). For
instance, let A = (k − q)2 −m2, α = n2, B = k2, and β = n1, then we can write
Ax+B(1− x) = x(k2 + q2 − 2k · q −m2) + (1− x)k2 = (k − xq)2 − [xm2 − x(1− x)q2] .
(2.16)
Using this and making the change of variables p = k − xq,
B (d ;n1 , 0 ;n2 ,m) =
Γ(n1 + n2)
Γ(n1)Γ(n2)
∫ 1
0
dx xn2−1(1− x)n1
1
µd−4
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
1
[ p2 − (xm2 − x(1− x)q2) ]n1+n2 ,
(2.17)
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where the momentum integral can be evaluated using (2.13). The result is
B (d ;n1 , 0 ;n2 ,m) =
i
(4pi)2
(
q2
)2−n1−n2 [− q2
4piµ2
] d
2
−2 Γ
(
n1 + n2 − d2
)
Γ(n1)Γ(n2)∫ 1
0
dx xn2−1(1− x)n1−1
[
x(1− x)− xm
2
q2
] d
2
−n1−n2
.
(2.18)
Setting m = 0, the Feynman parameter integral can be evaluated in terms of the Beta
function (B.11). The result is
B (d ;n1 , 0 ;n2 , 0) =
i
(4pi)2
(
q2
)2−n1−n2 [− q2
4piµ2
] d
2
−2 Γ
(
d
2
− n1
)
Γ
(
d
2
− n2
)
Γ
(
n1 + n2 − d2
)
Γ (n1) Γ (n2) Γ (d− n1 − n2) .
(2.19)
This result agrees with an expression given for this integral in Ref. [97]. Also note that the
result requires n1 ≥ 0 and n2 ≥ 0; if either of these is not satisfied the integral is a massless
tadpole of the form (2.5) and is identically zero. In order to evaluate (2.18) when the mass
is non-zero, note that it can be written as
B (d ;n1 , 0 ;n2 ,m) =
i
(4pi)2
(
q2
)2−n1−n2 [− q2
4piµ2
] d
2
−2 Γ
(
n1 + n2 − d2
)
Γ(n1)Γ(n2)
zn1+n2−
d
2∫ 1
0
dx x
d
2
−n1−1(1− x)n1−1 (1− zx) d2−n1−n2 ,
z =
1
1− m2
q2
.
(2.20)
The Feynman parameter integral can be evaluated in terms of the Gauss hypergeometric
function (B.16). The result is
B (d ;n1 , 0 ;n2 ,m) =
i
(4pi)2
(
q2
)2−n1−n2 [− q2
4piµ2
] d
2
−2
zn1+n2−
d
2
Γ
(
d
2
− n1
)
Γ
(
n1 + n2 − d2
)
Γ(n1)Γ(
d
2
)
2F1
[
n1 + n2 − d
2
,
d
2
− n1 ; d
2
; z
]
.
(2.21)
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This result agrees with an expression for this integral that is given in Ref. [97]. As an
additional check, we can verify that this result reproduces (2.19) when m = 0. Setting z = 1
and using the identity (B.17), it is easy to verify that (2.21) is consistent with the massless
result (2.19). Note that the mass dimension of the result is carried by the term (q2)
2−n1−n2
and agrees with that of the integral (2.14), as it must. However, for future convenience it
will be helpful to recast this mass dependence in terms of the mass m. This can be done
using the definition of the dimensionless variable z given in (2.20). Doing so, the final result
for the one-loop self-energy integral with one massive propagator is
B (d ;n1 , 0 ;n2 ,m) =
i
(4pi)2
[
− m
2
1− z
]2−n1−n2
exp
[
d− 4
2
(
log
[
m2
4piµ2
]
− log [1− z]
)]
Γ
(
d
2
− n1
)
Γ
(
n1 + n2 − d2
)
Γ(n1)Γ(
d
2
)
2F1
[
n1 + n2 − d
2
,
d
2
− n1 ; d
2
; z
]
,
(2.22)
where z is defined as in Eq. (2.20). Note that log [1− z] = − log
[
1 + Q
2
m2
]
, which has a
branch cut on Q2 ∈ (−∞ ,−m2]. It can also be shown that the hypergeometric function
has the same branch cut. Therefore the result (2.22) has the branch cut structure that is
appropriate for a correlation function of a currents containing one massive quark with mass
m.
The results above can be used to calculate some two-loop integrals. For instance, consider
the following integral
V (d ;n1 , 0 ;n2 , 0 ;n3 , 0 ;n4 , 0)
=
1
µ2(d−4)
∫
ddk1
(2pi)d
∫
ddk2
(2pi)d
1
k2n11 (k1 − q)2n2 (k2 − q)2n3 (k1 − k2)2n4
,
(2.23)
which is represented in Fig. 2.4.
Note that in (2.23) the momentum k2 only appears in the third and fourth propagators,
therefore the k2 integral can be performed using the result (2.19). Specifically, if we make
the change of variables k˜2 = k2 − q, the k˜2 integral is proportional to (k1 − q)2( d2−n3−n4).
Because the integrations can be performed in an iterative fashion, these are called nested
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Figure 2.4: Feynman diagram representing the V -type two-loop nested integral.
loop integrals. Finally, the result for (2.23) is
V (d ;n1 , 0 ;n2 , 0 ;n3 , 0 ;n4 , 0)
= − 1
(4pi)4
(
q2
)4−n1−n2−n3−n4 [− q2
4piµ2
]d−4 Γ (d
2
− n1
)
Γ
(
d
2
− n3
)
Γ
(
d
2
− n4
)
Γ (n1) Γ (n3) Γ (n4)
Γ (n1 + n2 + n3 + n4 − d) Γ (d− n2 − n3 − n4) Γ
(
n3 + n4 − d2
)
Γ
(
n2 + n3 + n4 − d2
)
Γ
(
3d
2
− n1 − n2 − n3 − n4
)
Γ (d− n3 − n4)
.
(2.24)
From the definition (2.23) it is clear that this result has the proper mass dimension. Inter-
estingly, the result is also valid for any value of n2, including n2 = 0. This technique can be
extended to integrals containing one massive propagator. For example, consider the integral
V (d ;n1 ,m ;n2 , 0 ;n3 , 0 ;n4 , 0)
=
1
µ2(d−4)
∫
ddk1
(2pi)d
∫
ddk2
(2pi)d
1
(k21 −m2)n1 (k1 − q)2n2 (k2 − q)2n3 (k1 − k2)2n4
.
(2.25)
This integral occurs in Chapter 4, and also in Ref. [66]. Once again the k2 integral can be in-
tegrated immediately, and the resulting k1 integral can be evaluated using (2.22). Expressing
the overall scale dependence in terms of the mass m, the result is
V (d ;n1 ,m ;n2 , 0 ;n3 , 0 ;n4 , 0)
= − 1
(4pi)4
[
− m
2
1− z
]4−n1−n2−n3−n4
exp
[
(d− 4)
(
log
[
m2
4piµ2
]
− log [1− z]
)]
Γ
(
d
2
− n3
)
Γ
(
d
2
− n4
)
Γ
(
n3 + n4 − d2
)
Γ (d− n2 − n3 − n4) Γ (n1 + n2 + n3 + n4 − d)
Γ (n1) Γ (n3) Γ (n4) Γ
(
d
2
)
Γ (d− n3 − n4)
2F1
[
n1 + n2 + n3 + n4 − d , d− n2 − n3 − n4 ; d
2
; z
]
,
(2.26)
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where z is as defined in Eq. (2.20). Note that this result is valid for all values of n2, and that
the dimension of the result (2.26) is the same as that of the integral (2.23). The method that
we have used to calculate (2.25) cannot be extended to integrals with more than one massive
propagator. For instance, suppose that the third propagator in (2.25) contained a mass m.
In this case, the k2 integral could be evaluated using the one-loop result (2.22). However, the
resulting k1 integral would involve a hypergeometric function in the argument k2, and this
integral cannot be evaluated in closed form. A new method is required in order to consider
integrals containing external momenta and more than one massive propagator.
2.3 Integrals with two massive propagators
Consider a generalization of the integral (2.14) where both propagators are massive
B (d ;n1 ,m ;n2 ,m) =
1
µd−4
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
1
(k2 −m2)n1 [ (k − q)2 −m2 ]n2 . (2.27)
This integral can be evaluated using Feynman parameters (see, e.g. Ref. [97]). Instead, we
will utilize an approach developed in Ref. [40, 27], which makes use of the Mellin-Barnes
contour integral representation of the hypergeometric function 1F0 (B.14) to represent a
massive propagator in terms of a massless propagator. In this way, massive propagators
can be represented in terms of massless propagators, at the cost of introducing a contour
integration. The resulting massless integrals can be evaluated in terms of Gamma functions,
and then the contour integrals involving these Gamma functions can be evaluated. The result
of the contour integration is typically a generalized hypergeometric function whose argument
is a dimensionless ratio of the external momentum and the mass.
In order to illustrate the Mellin-Barnes technique, we will use it to evaluate the inte-
gral (2.27). Applying the Mellin-Barnes representation to the integral (2.27) gives
B (d ;n1 ,m ;n2 ,m) =
1
Γ (n1) Γ (n2)
∫ i∞
−i∞
ds
2pii
∫ i∞
−i∞
dt
2pii
(−m2)s+t Γ (−s) Γ (−t)
Γ (s+ n1) Γ (t+ n2)
1
µd−4
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
1
k2(n1+s) (k − q)2(n2+t)
.
(2.28)
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The loop integral can be evaluated immediately using (2.19), which gives
B (d ;n1 ,m ;n2 ,m) =
i
(4pi)2
[
− q
2
4piµ2
] d
2
−2
(q2)
2−n1−n2
Γ (n1) Γ (n2)
∫ i∞
−i∞
ds
2pii
∫ i∞
−i∞
dt
2pii
[
−m
2
q2
]s+t
Γ (−s) Γ (−t) Γ
(
d
2
− n1 − s
)
Γ
(
d
2
− n2 − t
)
Γ
(
n1 + n2 + s+ t− d2
)
Γ (d− n1 − n2 − s− t) .
(2.29)
Now, making the change of variables v = s, w = d
2
− n1 − n2 − s− t, the integral becomes
B (d ;n1 ,m ;n2 ,m) =
i
(4pi)2
[
m2
4piµ2
] d
2
−2
(−m2)2−n1−n2
Γ (n1) Γ (n2)
∫ i∞
−i∞
dv
2pii
∫ i∞
−i∞
dw
2pii
(
− q
m2
)w
Γ (n1 + w + v) Γ
(
n1 + n2 − d
2
+ w + v
)
Γ (−v) Γ
(
d
2
− n1 − v
)
Γ (−w)
Γ
(
d
2
+ w
) .
(2.30)
The contour integral over the variable v can now be evaluated using Barnes’ Lemma (B.15).
Doing so, the integral becomes
B (d ;n1 ,m ;n2 ,m) =
i
(4pi)2
[
m2
4piµ2
] d
2
−2
(−m2)2−n1−n2
Γ (n1) Γ (n2)
∫ i∞
−i∞
dw
2pii
(
− q
m2
)w
Γ (−w)
Γ (n1 + w) Γ
(
n1 + n2 − d2 + w
)
Γ (n2 + w)
Γ (n1 + n2 + 2w)
.
(2.31)
The Gamma function in the denominator of (2.31) can be simplified using Eq. (B.4), which
gives
B (d ;n1 ,m ;n2 ,m) =
i
(4pi)2
[
m2
4piµ2
] d
2
−2
(−m2)2−n1−n2
Γ (n1) Γ (n2)
21−n1−n2pi
1
2
∫ i∞
−i∞
dw
2pii
(
− q
4m2
)w
Γ (−w) Γ (n1 + w) Γ
(
n1 + n2 − d2 + w
)
Γ (n2 + w)
Γ
(
1
2
(n1 + n2) + w
)
Γ
(
1
2
(n1 + n2 + 1) + w
) .
(2.32)
Note that the remaining contour integral can be evaluated in terms of the generalized hyper-
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geometric function 3F2. The result is
B (d ;n1 ,m ;n2 ,m) =
i
(4pi)2
(−m2)2−n1−n2 [ m2
4piµ2
] d
2
−2 Γ
(
n1 + n2 − d2
)
Γ (n1 + n2)
3F2
 n1 , n2 , n1 + n2 − d2
1
2
(n1 + n2) ,
1
2
(n1 + n2 + 1)
q2
4m2
 .
(2.33)
which agrees with an expression given for this integral in Ref. [27]. Note that this technique
can be used to calculate integrals such as (2.27) where the masses in each propagator are dis-
tinct. In Ref. [27] this is done, and the results are given in terms of multivariable generalized
hypergeometric functions functions. However, these functions are somewhat unwieldy and
are not widely implemented in computer algebra systems. Fortunately, all of the integrals in
Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 can be evaluated in terms of only two scales, the external momentum
q and the heavy quark mass m.
Consider now a two-loop integral with two massive propagators
J (d ;n1 ,m ;n2 ,m ;n3 , 0)
=
1
µ2(d−4)
∫
ddk1
(2pi)d
∫
ddk2
(2pi)d
1
(k21 −m2)n1 [ (k2 − q)2 −m2 ]n2 (k1 − k2)2n3
.
(2.34)
This integral occurs in Chapter 3, and is represented by the Feynman diagram in Fig. 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Feynman diagram representing the J-type two-loop sunset integral.
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This integral can also be evaluated using Mellin-Barnes techniques. The result is
J (d ;n1 ,m ;n2 ,m ;n3 , 0) = − 1
(4pi)4
(−m2)4−n1−n2−n3 [ m2
4piµ2
]d−4
Γ
(
d
2
− n3
)
Γ
(
n2 + n3 − d2
)
Γ
(
n1 + n3 − d2
)
Γ (n1 + n2 + n3 − d)
Γ
(
d
2
)
Γ (n1) Γ (n2) Γ (n1 + n2 + 2n3 − d)
4F3
 n1 + n2 + n3 − d , n2 + n3 − d2 , n1 + n3 − d2 , n3
d
2
, n3 +
1
2
(n1 + n2 − d) , n3 + 12 (n1 + n2 − d+ 1)
q2
4m2
 .
(2.35)
Note that this result agrees with results given for this integral in Ref. [29]. This is the most
complicated integral that we will evaluate in this chapter. In the next section we will consider
a technique that can be used to construct recurrence relations among loop integrals. Using
this approach, all integrals encountered in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 can be evaluated in terms
of the integrals given so far in this chapter.
2.4 Integration By Parts
Consider the two-loop integral
F (d ;n1 ,m ;n2 ,m ;n3 , 0 ;n4 , 0 ;n5 , 0)
=
1
µ2(d−4)
∫
ddk1
(2pi)d
∫
ddk2
(2pi)d
1
(k21 −m2)n1 (k22 −m2)n2 (k1 − q)2n3 (k2 − q)2n4 (k1 − k2)2n5
.
(2.36)
This integral is represented by the Feynman diagram in Fig. 2.6. Note that this is the most
complex loop integral that can occur when calculating two-point functions at two-loop level,
because at most five independent propagators can be constructed from the two loop momenta
k1, k2, and the external momentum q. For this reason, the integral (2.36) is occasionally
referred to as the “master” two-loop integral for two-point functions [29].
This integral cannot be evaluated using the methods discussed so far. However, it can
be evaluated by appealing to one of the properties of dimensionally regularized momentum
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Figure 2.6: Feynman diagram representing the F -type two-loop master integral.
integrals. Specifically, loop integrals satisfy the relation
1
µd−4
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
∂
∂vµ
[wµf (k , q ,m)] = 0 , vµ = kµ , wµ ∈
{
kµ , (k ± q)µ
}
, (2.37)
which is proven in Ref. [39]. This identity is commonly referred to as integration by parts.
The identity generalizes to multi-loop integrals, the restriction being that vµ must be one
of the loop momenta. The technique was developed in Ref. [35] and used to calculate the
renormalization group functions in scalar φ4 theory to four-loop order. In order to illustrate
the technique, we will use it to calculate the integral (2.36). Using the identity (2.37), we
have
∫
ddk1
(2pi)d
∫
ddk2
(2pi)d
∂
∂kµ1
[
(k1 − k2)µ
(k21 −m2)n1 (k22 −m2)n2 (k1 − q)2n3 (k2 − q)2n4 (k1 − k2)2n5
]
= 0 ,
(2.38)
where the derivatives can be calculated using the result
∂
∂kµ
1
k2n
= − 2nk
µ
k2(n+1)
. (2.39)
Explicitly calculating the derivatives, we arrive at the following recurrence relation
(d− n1 − n3 − 2n5)F (d ;n1 ,m ;n2 ,m ;n3 , 0 ;n4 , 0 ;n5 , 0)
=
[
n1
(
5− − 2−)1+ + n3 (5− − 4−)3+]F (d ;n1 ,m ;n2 ,m ;n3 , 0 ;n4 , 0 ;n5 , 0) . (2.40)
For convenience we have defined the operators N+ and N− that increase and decrease the
index ni by one unit when acting on the integral (2.36). Essentially, equation (2.40) is a
recurrence relation for integrals of the form (2.36). For instance, consider an integral of the
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form (2.36) where each ni = 1. Inserting this into the recurrence relation (2.40), we find
F (d ; 1 ,m ; 1 ,m ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0) =
1
d− 4 [F (d ; 2 ,m ; 1 ,m ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 0 , 0)
− F (d ; 2 ,m ; 0 ,m ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0)
+ F (d ; 1 ,m ; 1 ,m ; 2 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 0 , 0)
−F (d ; 1 ,m ; 1 ,m ; 2 , 0 ; 0 , 0 ; 1 , 0)] .
(2.41)
This is a very important result. The integral on the left hand side of Eq., (2.41) cannot be
evaluated using results given so far. However, the integrals on the right hand side can be
calculated using (2.19) and (2.24). The recurrence relation allows us to calculate an integral
that cannot be calculated directly by expressing it as a linear combination of integrals that
we can evaluate. This is the power of the integration by parts method: integrals that are
incalculable by themselves can be expressed in terms of calculable integrals. Several unique
recurrence relations can be developed by choosing different vectors vµ and wµ in (2.37). With
the aid of (2.41), all integrals that occur in the heavy-light diquark calculation in Chapter 4
can be evaluated in terms of results given in this chapter. In addition, we have used these
methods to reproduce the result given in Ref. [66] for the next-to-leading order heavy-light
pseudoscalar meson correlation function.
2.5 Generalized Recurrence Relations
Using the integration by parts technique, we can construct many recurrence relations for a
certain class of loop integrals. In practice, it is often enough to use recurrence relations to
calculate unknown integrals in terms of known integrals, as we did in order to calculate the
integral (2.36) above. However, the question arises, given all possible recurrence relations,
can we determine a minimal set of basis integrals from which all others can be calculated?
As we shall see, this is possible, although we must discuss some technicalities first.
So far, we have only considered scalar integrals. However, in order to determine a minimal
set of basis integrals, we must first consider how to deal with integrals that include tensors
composed of the loop momenta. These can always be dealt with by appealing to the Lorentz
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invariant nature of loop integrals. A simple example is as follows:
1
µ2(d−4)
∫
ddk1
(2pi)d
∫
ddk2
(2pi)d
kµ2
k22 (k1 − q)2 (k1 − k2)2
≡ qµf (q2) . (2.42)
Due to Lorentz invariance, the integral must be proportional to the external momentum
qµ and a function of the Lorentz scalar q2. Contracting both sides of (2.42) with qµ, the
function f (q2) can be determined and hence the integral on the left hand side of (2.42) can
be calculated. This technique can be easily generalized to accommodate more complicated
tensor structures. Ref. [98] constructs an algorithm to solve this problem in general. However,
we will use a far more powerful method to deal with tensor integrals such as (2.42).
The method that we will utilize was developed in Ref. [117] and relates tensor integrals in
d-dimensions to scalar integrals in d+ 2N -dimensions. In Ref. [118] the method was applied
to two-point propagator-type integrals, that is, integrals of the type A, B, J , V and F that
we have considered so far. This method can be used to find a truly minimal set of basis
integrals for the family of two-loop two-point integrals that we have studied so far. The key
idea of the method is that it is possible to express an arbitrary tensor integral as
∫
ddk1
(2pi)d
∫
ddk2
(2pi)d
kµ11 . . . k
µr
1 k
λ1
2 . . . k
µs
2
cn11 c
n2
2 c
n3
3 c
n4
4 c
n5
5
≡ T µ1...µrλ1...λs
∫
ddk1
(2pi)d
∫
ddk2
(2pi)d
1
cn11 c
n2
2 c
n3
3 c
n4
4 c
n5
5
,
(2.43)
c1 = k
2
1 −m21 , c2 = k22 −m22 , c3 = (k1 − q)2 −m23 , (2.44)
c4 = (k2 − q)2 −m24 , c5 = (k1 − k2)2 −m25 . (2.45)
where we have omitted the renormalization scale for brevity. The tensor operator T µ1...µrλ1...λs
is a function of the external momentum qµ, derivatives with respect to each mass mi, and
an operator d+ that increases the dimension of any given loop integral by two units, i.e.
d+I(d) = I(d+2). We will now construct the explicit form of this operator. We will follow
the derivation given in Ref. [118], although we will retain the loop integral normalization
convention that has been used in this chapter. Introducing the auxiliary vectors a1 and a2,
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we can write
Tµ1...µrλ1...λs =
1
ir+s
∂
∂aµ11
. . .
∂
∂aµr1
∂
∂aλ12
. . .
∂
∂aλs2
exp [i (a1 · k1 + a2 · k2)]
∣∣∣∣
a1=a2=0
. (2.46)
Now, consider the integral
G(d)
(
q2
)
=
∫
ddk1
(2pi)d
∫
ddk2
(2pi)d
exp [i (a1 · k1 + a2 · k2)]
cn11 c
n2
2 c
n3
3 c
n4
4 c
n5
5
. (2.47)
To evaluate this integral we will use the following identity [110, 118]
1
(k2 −m2)n =
1
in Γ (n)
∫ ∞
0
dααn−1 exp
[
iα
(
k2 −m2)] . (2.48)
The integration variable α is called an alpha parameter and serves a similar purpose to
the Feynman parameters introduced earlier. The resulting k1 and k2 loop integrals can be
evaluated using the integral [118]
∫
ddk exp
[
i
(
Ak2 + 2q · k)] = i [ pi
iA
] d
2
exp
[
−iq
2
A
]
. (2.49)
Doing this, the result is
G(d)
(
q2
)
=
i2−d
(4pi)d
5∏
i=1
1
ini Γ (ni)
∫ ∞
0
dαi
[D (α)]
d
2
αni−1i exp
[
i
(
Q (αi , a1 , a2)
D (α)
−
5∑
j=1
αjm
2
j
)]
.
(2.50)
The functions D (α) and Q (α , a1 , a2) are
D (α) = α5 (α1 + α2 + α3 + α4) + (α1 + α3) (α2 + α4) , (2.51)
Q (αi , a1 , a2) = [(α1 + α2) (α3 + α4)α5 + α1α2 (α3 + α4) + α3α4 (α1 + α2)] q
2
+ (a1 · q)Q1 + (a2 · q)Q2 + a21Q211 + a22Q222 + (a1 · a2)Q12 ,
(2.52)
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Q1 = α3α5 + α4α5 + α2α3 + α3α4 , Q2 = α4α5 + α3α5 + α1α4 + α3α4 ,
Q11 = −1
4
(α2 + α4 + α5) , Q22 = −1
4
(α1 + α3 + α5) , Q12 = −1
2
α5 .
(2.53)
The explicit form of the operator T µ1...µrλ1...λs can be determined by taking derivatives
of (2.50) with respect to a1, a2, and then setting a1 = a2 = 0. For instance, consider
the operator corresponding to the tensor structure kµ1 :
Tµ =
1
i
∂
∂aµ1
G(d)
(
q2
)∣∣∣∣
a1=a2=0
= qµ [α3α5 + α4α5 + α2α3 + α3α4 + . . .]
G(d) (q2)
D (α)
∣∣∣∣
a1=a2=0
,
(2.54)
where the ellipses indicate additional terms that vanish when a1 and a2 are set to zero.
Notice that each factor of αi multiplying G
(d) (q2) is proportional to a derivative of G(d) (q2)
with respect to m2i . In addition, we can absorb the factor of D (α) in (2.54) into G
(d) (q2),
effectively sending d → d + 2 in (2.50). Finally, note that when a1 and a2 are set to zero
in G(d) (q2) (i.e. in Eq., (2.47)), what remains is the loop integral that the T operator acts
upon in Eq., (2.45). Therefore, the T operator corresponding to the tensor kµ1 is given by
Tµ = − (4pi)2 qµ
[(
i
∂
∂m23
)(
i
∂
∂m25
)
+
(
i
∂
∂m24
)(
i
∂
∂m25
)
+
(
i
∂
∂m22
)(
i
∂
∂m23
)
+
(
i
∂
∂m23
)(
i
∂
∂m24
)]
d+ ,
(2.55)
Generalizing this result, the T operator corresponding to the tensor kµ11 . . . k
µr
1 k
λ1
2 . . . k
λs
2 is
given by
Tµ1...µrλ1...λs
(
qµ , ∂k ,d
+
)
=
1
ir+s
r∏
i=1
∂
∂aµi1
s∏
j=1
∂
∂a
λj
2
exp
[
i
(
Q1 (a1 · q) +Q2 (a2 · q) +Q11a21 +Q22a22 +Q12 (a1 · a2)
)
ρ
]∣∣∣∣∣ ak = 0αk = i∂k ,
∂k =
∂
∂m2k
, ρ = − (4pi)2 d+ .
(2.56)
Using T operators, any d-dimensional tensor integral which is of the same form as (2.45)
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can be expressed as a linear combination of scalar integrals in d + 2N -dimensions. There-
fore, without loss of generality we can focus entirely on scalar integrals. Although this is
a very helpful result, it is not the most important use of the T operators. Notice that
the loop integral recurrence relations derived from integration by parts identities (2.37) can
only alter the indices ni of a given loop integral, and cannot change the number of dimen-
sions d. However, T operators effectively lead to loop integral recurrence relations in the
number of dimensions. These two distinct forms of recurrence relations can be combined,
creating generalized recurrence relations that shift not only the indices ni of loop integrals,
but also the dimension d of the loop integrals. In Ref. [118] generalized recurrence rela-
tions are developed and used to determine a minimal set of basis integrals for the family
of integrals that includes the A, B, J , V , and F type integrals that we have considered
so far. These generalized recurrence relations have been implemented in the Mathematica
package Tarcer [88]. This package was utilized in the heavy quarkonium hybrid calculations
in Chapter 3, and in the heavy-light diquark calculation in Chapter 4. After using Tarcer,
all of the Wilson coefficients in the hybrid calculations can be expressed in terms of the
following set of integrals: A (d ; 1 ,m)(2.13), B (d ; 1 ,m ; 1 ,m) (2.33), J (d ; 2 ,m ; 1 ,m ; 1 , 0)
and J (d ; 1 ,m ; 1 ,m ; 1 , 0) (2.35). Similarly, the integrals required in the heavy-light di-
quark calculation are A (d ; 1 ,m) (2.13), B (d ; 1 ,m ; 1 , 0) (2.22), J (d ; 2 ,m ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0) and
J (d ; 1 ,m ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0). Note that the last two of these can be calculated using (2.26). Tarcer
can be applied to any two-loop calculation, with any combination of masses.
2.6 The Epsilon Expansion
We now have explicit d-dimensional results for all of the loop integrals that are encountered
in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6. Now we shall see that divergent integrals can be regulated
by setting d = 4 + 2 and expanding around  = 0. First we will consider the massive
tadpole integral (2.13). Setting n = 1, d = 4 + 2 and using the properties of the Gamma
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function (B.9), this integral gives
A [4 + 2 ; 1] = − im
2
(4pi)2
[
m2
4piµ2
]
Γ (−1− 2)
= − im
2
(4pi)2
exp
(
 log
[
m2
4piµ2
])(
1

+ γE − 1 +O ()
)
= − im
2
(4pi)2
[
1

+ γE − log (4pi)− 1 + log
[
m2
µ2
]]
.
(2.57)
Notice that the integral is divergent, and the divergence is parametrized as a simple pole at
 = 0. Ultimately, this divergence can be traced back to the radial integral (2.10). For ` m,
the integral goes like `d−2n, and hence is divergent for d > 2n. When this is the case, the
radial integral is ill-defined. However, the expression in terms of the Gamma function (2.13)
uniquely defines the loop integral when d > 2n.
The divergence that arises in (2.57) can be canceled through renormalization, which
was discussed in Chapter 1. Recall that in the MS scheme the renormalization constants
are defined so that γE and log (4pi) terms are canceled in addition to poles at  = 0. A
convenient way of partially implementing this to rescale µ2 → µ2e−γE/4pi. Doing this, all
one-loop integrals will contain a factor of
[
M2
4piµ2
] d−4
2
≡ exp
(
d− 4
2
[
log
[
M2
µ2
]
− γE
])
, (2.58)
where M2 is the external scale, i.e. the mass m2 or the external momentum −q2. The
benefit of this replacement is that it automatically cancels all factors of γE and log (4pi) that
would otherwise emerge when performing the epsilon expansion. This replacement easily
generalizes to multi-loop integrals: an n-loop integral would have n factors of (2.58). All
calculations in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 use the MS renormalization scheme, therefore all loop
integrals encountered there implicitly include (2.58).
Now let us consider a more complicated example. For example, consider the integral
F (d ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0)
=
1
µ2(d−4)
∫
ddk1
(2pi)d
∫
ddk2
(2pi)d
1
k21 k
2
2 (k1 − q)2 (k2 − q)2 (k1 − k2)2
,
(2.59)
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which corresponds to the integral (2.36) with m = 0. This integral occurs in Chapter 6.
Setting the mass to zero does not change the recurrence relation (2.40), and therefore the
integral above can be written as
F (d ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0) =
1
d− 4 [F (d ; 2 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 0 , 0)
− F (d ; 2 , 0 ; 0 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0)
+ F (d ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 2 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 0 , 0)
−F (d ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 2 , 0 ; 0 , 0 ; 1 , 0)] .
(2.60)
The integrals on the right hand side can be calculated using (2.19) and (2.24). Setting
d = 4 + 2 and expanding using the properties of the Gamma function to perform the
expansion, we find
F (d ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0) = − 1
(4pi)4
1
q2
[
− q
2
4piµ2
]
ζ (3) , (2.61)
where ζ denotes the Riemann Zeta function. This integral is calculated in Ref. [97] using
position space methods [34], and is in complete agreement with (2.61). Note that loop
integrals that do not involve massive propagators can always be expressed in terms of Gamma
functions which can be expanded easily using any computer algebra system.
As we have seen, integrals that involve an external momentum and massive propagators
tend to lead to hypergeometric functions whose indices are d-dependent. Therefore, after
setting d = 4 + 2 we are required to expand around  = 0 in the indices of a hypergeometric
function, which can often be a non-trivial task. For example, consider the integral
V (d ; 1 ,m ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0)
=
1
µ2(d−4)
∫
ddk1
(2pi)d
∫
ddk2
(2pi)d
1
(k21 −m2) (k1 − q)2 (k2 − q)2 (k1 − k2)2
(2.62)
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Using the result (2.26), setting d = 4 + 2, and working in the MS scheme, we find
V (d ; 1 ,m ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0) = − 1
(4pi)4
exp
[
2
(
log
[
m2
µ2
]
− γE − log [1− z]
)]
Γ2 (1 + ) Γ (−) Γ (1 + 2) Γ (−2)
Γ (2 + 2) Γ (2 + )
2F1 [−2 , 1 + 2 ; 2 +  ; z] , z = 1
1− m2
q2
.
(2.63)
In order to expand the hypergeometric function, it is useful to write it in series form
V (d ; 1 ,m ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0) = − 1
(4pi)4
exp
[
2
(
log
[
m2
µ2
]
− γE − log [1− z]
)]
Γ2 (1 + ) Γ (−)
Γ (2 + 2)
∞∑
n=0
Γ (−2+ n) Γ (1 + 2+ n)
Γ (2 + + n)
zn
n!
.
(2.64)
Now we must expand the sum around  = 0, and because of the overall Γ (−) term we must
expand the sum to O () in order to expand the entire integral to O (0). First, note that for
n ≥ 1 we may safely set  = 0 in the sum. Extracting the n = 0 term, we have
∞∑
n=0
f ( , n)
zn
n!
= f ( , 0) +
∞∑
n=1
[
f (0 , n) + 
d
d
f ( , n)
∣∣∣∣
=0
]
zn
n!
,
f ( , n) =
Γ (−2+ n) Γ (1 + 2+ n)
Γ (2 + + n)
.
(2.65)
Using the properties of the Gamma function, this can be written as
∞∑
n=0
f ( , n)
zn
n!
=
Γ (−2) Γ (1 + 2)
Γ (2 + )
+
∞∑
n=1
zn
n (n+ 1)
+ 
∞∑
n=1
[
1
n2 (1 + n)2
− ψ (n)
n (1 + n)
]
zn ,
(2.66)
where ψ (n) is the Polygamma function (B.6). Evaluating the sums and performing the
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epsilon expansion, the result for this integral is
V (d ; 1 ,m ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0) =
1
512pi4
[
− 1
2
+
1

(
5 +
2 log [1− z]
z
− 2 log
[
m2
µ2
])
− 1
2
(
38 + pi2 − 20 log
[
m2
µ2
]
+ 4 log2
[
m2
µ2
])
+
2 log [1− z]
z
(
2 log
[
m2
µ2
]
− 5
)
+2
(
1 +
1
z
)
Li2 (z) +
(
1− 3
z
)
log2 [1− z]
]
,
(2.67)
where Li2 (z) denotes the dilogarithm function (B.18). Polylogarithm functions often ap-
pear when hypergeometric functions such as (2.62) are expanded. Note the divergent terms
proportional to −2 and −1. In a QCD sum rule calculation most of these terms would corre-
spond to dispersion relation subtraction constants that would be eliminated when the Borel
transform is applied. However, the divergent term proportional to log [1− z] is a non-local
divergence that will not be eliminated by the Borel transform. Such a divergence must be
dealt with through renormalization.
Using the same method as was used to expand the integral (2.62), the epsilon expansion
can be performed for all of the integrals that occur in Chapter 4, and for all those in Ref. [66].
Ref. [68] provides a result for the epsilon expansion of the 2F1 hypergeometric function up
to fifth order in epsilon. In conjunction with hypergeometric function identities, this result
has be used to verify the results in Chapter 4 and in Ref. [66]. In addition, the Mathematica
package HypExp [62, 63] can perform epsilon expansions of many different hypergeometric
functions. This package has also been used to verify the results in Chapter 4 and Ref. [66].
Finally, we will consider a typical integral occurring in the hybrid calculations in Chap-
ter 3,
J (d ; 1 ,m ; 1 ,m ; 1 , 0) =
1
µ2(d−4)
∫
ddk1
(2pi)d
∫
ddk2
(2pi)d
1
(k21 −m2) [ (k2 − q)2 −m2 ] (k1 − k2)2
.
(2.68)
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Using the result (2.35), setting d = 4 + 2 and working in the MS renormalization scheme,
J (d ; 1 ,m ; 1 ,m ; 1 , 0) =
m2
(4pi)4
exp
[
2
(
log
[
m2
µ2
]
− γE
)]
Γ2 (−) Γ (1 + ) Γ (−1− 2)
Γ (2 + ) Γ (−2)
4F3
 −1− 2 ,− ,− , 1
2 +  ,− , 1
2
− 
w
 ,
w =
q2
4m2
.
(2.69)
Because the 4F3 hypergeometric function has one common upper and lower index, it reduces
to a 3F2 hypergeometric function. Using the series representation of the hypergeometric
function, the result can be written as
J (d ; 1 ,m ; 1 ,m ; 1 , 0) =
m2
(4pi)4
exp
[
2
(
log
[
m2
µ2
]
− γE
)]
Γ (−) Γ (1 + ) Γ (1
2
− )
Γ (−2)
∞∑
n=0
Γ (−1− 2+ n) Γ (−+ n) Γ (1 + n)
Γ (2 + + n) Γ
(
1
2
− + n) wnn! .
(2.70)
Noting that the factor multiplying the sum is O (0), we only need to expand the sum to this
order. Also, note that the for n ≥ 2 we may safely set  = 0 in the sum, so we can extract
the n = 0 and n = 1 terms. Doing so, we have
J (d ; 1 ,m ; 1 ,m ; 1 , 0) =
m2
(4pi)4
exp
[
2
(
log
[
m2
µ2
]
− γE
)]
Γ (−) Γ
(
1
2
− 
)
[
Γ (−1− 2) Γ (−)
Γ (2 + ) Γ
(
1
2
− ) + Γ (−2) Γ (1− )Γ (3 + ) Γ (3
2
− )w
+
∞∑
n=2
Γ (−1− 2+ n) Γ (−+ n) Γ (1 + n)
Γ (2 + + n) Γ
(
1
2
− + n) wnn!
]
.
(2.71)
Letting k = n−2 and using the properties of the Gamma function, the sum can be expressed
as a hypergeometric function
w2
∞∑
k=0
Γ (1 + k) Γ (2 + k) Γ (3 + k)
Γ (4 + k) Γ
(
5
2
+ k
) wk
Γ (3 + k)
=
2w2
9
√
pi
3F2
[
1 , 1 , 2 ; 4 ,
5
2
;w
]
. (2.72)
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Finally, expanding the remaining functions we find
J (d ; 1 ,m ; 1 ,m ; 1 , 0) =
m2
256pi4
[
−1
6
(
42 + pi2 + 3w + 12 log
[
m2
µ2
] [
w − 3 + log
[
m2
µ2
]])
− 1
2
+
1

(
3− w − 2 log
[
m2
µ2
])
+
4w2
9
3F2
[
1 , 1 , 2 ; 4 ,
5
2
;w
]]
.
(2.73)
Note that the hypergeometric function can be expressed in terms of inverse sine functions.
However, there are several reasons for leaving the result in terms of a hypergeometric func-
tion. First, all hypergeometric functions with argument x have a branch cut on x ∈ [1 ,∞),
therefore it is clear that the result (2.73) has appropriate branch cut structure, namely a
branch cut on q2 ∈ [4m2 ,∞). However, when the result is expressed in terms of inverse sine
functions, this branch cut structure is obscured. Second, the result is very compact. Apart
from the hypergeometric function, all terms in (2.73) are dispersion relation subtraction
constants.
2.7 Analytic Continuation
The methods discussed so far in this chapter are sufficient to calculate the correlation func-
tions that are studied in Chapters 3, 4 and 6. However, it is the singularities of the Wilson
coefficients in the complex Euclidean momentum plane that are of interest in QSR analyses.
Typically, these singularities appear as isolated poles or as branch cuts. Fig. 2.7 shows a
typical branch cut singularity.
The branch point corresponds to the hadronic threshold, which is related to the total mass
of the hadronic constituents. For instance, in the heavy quarkonium hybrid calculations in
Chapter 3, the currents used contain two identical heavy quarks so that t0 = 4m
2. In
calculations that involve light quarks we work in the chiral limit, ignoring the light quark
mass. Accordingly, t0 = m
2 in the heavy-light diquark calculation in Chapter 4, while in the
glueball quark meson mixing calculation in Chapter 6, t0 = 0. Recall that in QSR analyses
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ImQ2
ReQ2
Figure 2.7: A branch cut singularity in the complex Euclidean momentum plane. The
branch cut is on the interval Q2 ∈ (−∞ ,−t0], where t0 is the hadronic threshold.
the discontinuity of the correlation function across the branch cut is required. As discussed
in Chapter 1, due to the analytic properties of the correlation function, the discontinuity is
related to the imaginary part. Therefore, once the correlation function has been calculated,
the imaginary part must be extracted. This can be achieved via analytic continuation.
The complexity of the functions that arise in QCD sum rule calculations depends on
the number of external scales involved in the calculation. In the chiral limit, typically only
logarithms involving dimensionless ratios of the Euclidean external momentum Q2 and renor-
malization scale µ occur. In order to deal with these, we define the complex logarithm as
follows:
log (w) ≡ log |w|+ iArg (w) , Arg (w) ∈ [−pi , pi) . (2.74)
Using this, we can define
log
[
Q2
µ2
]∣∣∣∣
Q2 = te−ipi , t>0
≡ log
[
t
µ2
]
− ipi, (2.75)
where we have considered a point below the branch cut, as described in Chapter 1. From
(2.75) it can be shown that
Im log
[
Q2
µ2
]
= −pi , Im log2
[
Q2
µ2
]
= −2pi log
[
t
µ2
]
, (2.76)
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for example. In the heavy-light diquark calculation in Chapter 4 , more complicated functions
involving dimensionless ratios of the external momentum Q2 and the quark mass m occur.
For instance, in the integral (2.67) the logarithms can be written as
log [1− z] = − log
[
1 +
Q2
m2
]
, z =
1
1 + m
2
Q2
. (2.77)
which has the appropriate branch cut structure. Using (2.74), we can define
log
[
1 +
Q2
m2
]∣∣∣∣
Q2 = te−ipi , t>m2
≡ log
[
t
m2
− 1
]
− ipi , (2.78)
so that, for instance,
Im log
[
1 +
Q2
m2
]
= −pi , Im log2
[
1 +
Q2
m2
]
= −2pi log
[
t
m2
− 1
]
. (2.79)
Note the occurrence of the dilogarithm function in the integral (2.67). Using the definition
of the dilogarithm function (B.18) and the properties of the logarithm above, the imaginary
part can be shown to be
Im Li2
[
1
1 + m
2
Q2
]∣∣∣∣∣
Q2=te−ipi , t>m2
= ipi log
[
1− m
2
t
]
. (2.80)
Finally, we will consider the hypergeometric functions occurring in the heavy quarkonium
hybrid calculations in Chapter 3. As mentioned previously, the hypergeometric function that
occurs in (2.73) can be expressed in terms of inverse sine functions. Once this has been done,
the imaginary part can be extracted using the identity
sin−1 (w) = −i log
[
iw +
√
1− w2
]
, (2.81)
where the logarithm can be dealt with as above. Using these techniques, closed form ex-
pressions for the imaginary parts of the correlation functions in Chapters 3, 4 and 6 can be
determined.
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Chapter 3
Heavy Quarkonium Hybrid mass predictions
3.1 Introduction
The research presented in this chapter involves two closely related publications:
• D. Harnett, R.T. Kleiv, T.G. Steele, and Hong-Ying Jin, Axial Vector JPC = 1++ Char-
monium and Bottomonium Hybrid Mass Predictions with QCD Sum-Rules, J. Phys.
G39 (2012) 125003.
• R. Berg, D. Harnett, R.T. Kleiv, and T.G. Steele, Mass Predictions for Pseudoscalar
JPC = 0−+ Charmonium and Bottomonium Hybrids in QCD Sum-Rules, Phys. Rev.
D86 (2012) 034002.
The publications above (Refs. [60, 19]) extract mass predictions for heavy quarkonium
hybrids with the quantum numbers JPC = 1++ and 0−+, respectively. Heavy quarkonium
hybrids are widely suspected to exist in the same mass region as charmonia and bottomonia,
so it is entirely possible that some of the heavy quarkonium-like states that have been dis-
covered so far could be heavy quarkonium hybrids. For instance, the Y (4260) is considered
to be a strong candidate for a charmonium hybrid [130].
Surprisingly, this possibility has been little explored by QSR practitioners. The original
QSR studies of heavy quarkonium hybrids were performed by Govaerts et al. in Refs. [55, 56,
54]. Many different heavy quarkonium hybrid JPC channels were examined, however, only
the perturbative and dimension-four gluon condensate 〈αG2〉 were included in the OPE of the
correlation functions. Consequently many of the sum rules that were derived were unstable,
meaning that the resulting heavy quarkonium hybrid mass predictions are unreliable. How-
ever, the authors of Ref. [102] recently updated the sum rule for the vector (1−−) channel,
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which was unstable in Refs. [55, 56, 54]. It was found that inclusion of the dimension-six
gluon condensate 〈g3G3〉 stabilizes the sum rule in this channel, permitting reliable mass pre-
dictions to be made. The publications in this chapter update the JPC = 1++ and 0−+ heavy
quarkonium hybrid sum rules to include the effects of the dimension-six gluon condensate.
3.2 Results
The axial vector (1++) and pseudoscalar (0−+) heavy quarkonium hybrids can be studied
within QSR using the following current and correlation function [55, 56, 54]:
Πµν (q) = i
∫
d4x eiq·x〈Ω|T [ Jµ (x) Jν (0) ] |Ω〉 , (3.1)
Jµ =
g
2
Q¯λaγνG˜aµνQ , G˜
a
µν =
1
2
µναβG
αβ
a , (3.2)
where q is the external momentum, Q denotes a heavy (charm or bottom) quark field and Gaµν
denotes the gluon field strength tensor. Because the correlation function is Lorentz invariant,
it can be decomposed into
Πµν (q) =
[
qµqν
q2
− gµν
]
ΠV
(
q2
)
+
qµqν
q2
ΠS
(
q2
)
, (3.3)
where ΠV (q
2) and ΠS (q
2) couple to axial vector and pseudoscalar heavy quarkonium hybrids,
respectively [54]. These functions can be isolated by contracting Eq. (3.3) with appropriate
combinations of the metric and the external momentum. Note that the contractions must be
performed in d-dimensions when dimensional regularization is used.
The axial vector channel sum rule analysis resulted in mass predictions of 5.13±0.25 GeV
and 11.32± 0.32 GeV for the charmonium and bottomonium hybrids, respectively. Interest-
ingly, the dimension-six gluon condensate had little effect on the sum rules in this channel.
Although the axial vector channel sum rule was stable in the original analysis [55, 56, 54],
it was important to examine the effects of the dimension-six condensate on this channel.
Furthermore, because the quantum numbers of the X(3872) are now firmly established to
be 1++ [2], clear mass predictions for all axial vector exotic hadrons are needed. As dis-
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cussed in Chapter 1, the X(3872) is most often interpreted as a four-quark state. There
has also been an attempt to describe it as a charmonium hybrid [77]. However, the hybrid
interpretation has been largely set aside due to the fact that several different theoretical
approaches predict an axial vector charmonium hybrid mass that is much greater than that
of the X(3872) [17, 99, 79, 78]. With the mass predictions that we have extracted, QSR is
now in agreement with these other theoretical approaches. Therefore this work has helped
to rule out the pure charmonium hybrid interpretation of the X(3872). However, it should
be noted that the results of this work cannot exclude the possibility that the X(3872) could
be a mixture of various hadronic structures, perhaps with a hybrid component. The latter
possibility is explored in Ref. [32].
The pseudoscalar channel sum rule analysis lead to mass predictions of 3.82 ± 0.13 GeV
and 10.64 ± 0.19 GeV for the charmonium and bottomonium hybrids, respectively. Both of
these mass predictions are significantly lower than the mass predictions of the original studies
of Govaerts et al. which were derived from unstable sum rules. Similar to the recent work
in the vector channel, inclusion of the dimension-six gluon condensate was found to stabilize
the pseudoscalar channel sum rules. Including the theoretical uncertainty, the pseudoscalar
charmonium hybrid mass prediction is comparable to the mass of the Y (3940) [5, 14]. This
particle has been identified as a charmonium hybrid candidate [5], and our mass prediction
supports this claim. However, to date the quantum numbers of this state have not yet been
firmly established. More experimental work is needed to determine the true nature of the
Y (3940).
The research in this chapter contributes to several of the themes of this thesis. First,
the heavy quarkonium hybrid mass predictions presented here will help to unravel the true
nature of the enigmatic heavy quarkonium-like states. It is also interesting to note that
the vector [102], axial vector [60] and pseudoscalar [19] charmonium hybrid mass predic-
tions derived from QSR are in qualitative agreement with the charmonium hybrid multiplet
structure predicted using lattice QCD [78]. Second, the calculations of the axial vector and
pseudoscalar heavy quarkonium hybrid correlation functions profitably apply the loop inte-
gration techniques discussed in Chapter 2. In order to properly formulate the contributions of
the dimension-six gluon condensate to the sum rules the entire correlation function must be
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calculated explicitly. Specifically, ΠGGG (Q
2) is singular at the hadronic threshold t0 = 4m
2.
This singularity also appears in the imaginary part ImΠGGG (Q
2), and hence when the sum
rules are formulated the integration in Eq. (1.95) is singular at the lower limit. This difficulty
can be overcome by noting that Laplace sum rules (1.86) involve the inverse Laplace trans-
form of the entire correlation function. The inverse Laplace transform can be calculated via
a limiting procedure so that the sum rules are well defined at the hadronic threshold. How-
ever, the imaginary part of the correlation function alone is insufficient to do this. Therefore
the the entire correlation function must be calculated explicitly, and the loop integration
techniques discussed in Chapter 2 are indispensable for this.
3.3 Published Articles
The JPC = 1++ heavy quarkonium hybrid paper was published in the Journal of Physics
G in 2012, while the JPC = 0−+ heavy quarkonium hybrid paper was published in Physical
Review D in 2012. Links to the published journal articles and preprints are included below
for each paper.
• D. Harnett, R.T. Kleiv, T.G. Steele, and Hong-Ying Jin, Axial Vector JPC = 1++ Char-
monium and Bottomonium Hybrid Mass Predictions with QCD Sum-Rules, J. Phys.
G39 (2012) 125003, arXiv:1206.6776 [hep-ph].
• R. Berg, D. Harnett, R.T. Kleiv, and T.G. Steele, Mass Predictions for Pseudoscalar
JPC = 0−+ Charmonium and Bottomonium Hybrids in QCD Sum-Rules, Phys. Rev.
D86 (2012) 034002, arXiv:1204.0049 [hep-ph].
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Chapter 4
Heavy-Light Diquark mass predictions
4.1 Introduction
The research in this chapter is based upon the following publication:
• R.T. Kleiv, T.G. Steele, Ailin Zhang, and Ian Blokland, Heavy-light diquark masses
from QCD sum rules and constituent diquark models of tetraquarks, Phys. Rev. D87
(2013) 125018.
The manuscript above (Ref. [71]) uses QSR to determine the masses of diquarks with
JP = 0± , 1± that are composed of one heavy (charm or bottom) quark and one light quark.
As described in Chapter 1, many of the heavy quarkonium-like states have been interpreted
as four-quark states. These can be realized as weakly bound molecular states, or as tightly
bound tetraquarks composed of diquark clusters. Heavy quarkonium-like four-quark states
have been widely studied using QSR (see Ref. [94] for a review). A universal feature of these
approaches has been the use of currents containing four quark fields, which are in either the
molecule or tetraquark configurations
Jmolecule =
(
Q¯ΓQ
)
(q¯Γq) , Jtetraquark =
[
Q¯Γ˜q¯
] [
QΓ˜q
]
, (4.1)
where Q and q denote heavy and light quark fields, respectively. The Dirac matrices Γ and Γ˜
are related to the quantum numbers of the hadrons probed by each current. The composite
operator in the round brackets in Eq. (4.1) is a current that couples to heavy-light mesons,
while that in the square brackets is a current that couples to heavy-light diquarks. However,
the two currents in Eq. (4.1) are not truly independent because they can be transformed
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into one another through Fierz transformations. In Ref. [129] it was pointed out that this
ambiguity obscures the nature of the hadronic states that are probed by these currents. For
this reason QSR studies that utilize currents containing four quark fields cannot distinguish
between the molecular and tetraquark scenarios.
An alternative approach to studying four-quark states within QSR is to use diquark cur-
rents. Using QSR the diquark mass can be calculated and can be thought of as a constituent
diquark mass. This in turn can be used in constituent diquark models of tetraquarks. This
approach was first used in Ref. [129] to study tetraquarks composed of light quarks. There
are several benefits to this approach for studying four-quark states in QSR. First, it avoids
the Fierz transformation ambiguities associated with four-quark currents. This is perhaps
the only way that pure tetraquark states can be studied using QSR. Second, the composite
operators in Eq. (4.1) mix under renormalization [92, 65]. For this reason it is challenging
to extend QSR studies using four-quark currents to higher orders. However, as discussed in
Chapter 1, the diquark current does not mix with other operators under renormalization.
The renormalization factor of the scalar (JP = 0+) diquark operator is determined to two-
loop order in Ref. [70] and is the subject of Chapter 5. For these reasons QSR studies using
diquark currents can be extended to higher order in the perturbative expansion much more
easily than those that use four-quark currents.
In Ref. [84] the X(3872) is interpreted as a tetraquark using a constituent diquark model
where the scalar (0+) and axial vector (1+) charm-light diquark masses are assumed to be
degenerate due to heavy quark symmetry. The constituent charm-light diquark mass is
determined to be 1.93 GeV from a fit to the X(3872). The model also predicts the existence
of electrically charged tetraquarks that are members of the same nonet as the X(3872).
The recently discovered Z±c (3895) appears to be compatible with this prediction [48]. A
similar analysis was performed in Ref. [10] where a bottom-light constituent diquark mass of
5.20 GeV was extracted from a fit to the tetraquark candidate Yb (10890) [31]. The results
of the analysis support the tetraquark interpretation of the charged bottomonium-like states
Z±b (10610) and Z
±
b (10650) which were discovered by the Belle collaboration [26]. Essential
features of these constituent diquark models are that the masses of the scalar (0+) and axial
vector (1+) diquarks are assumed to be identical, and that the constituent diquark masses
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are extracted from fits to tetraquark candidates among the XYZ states.
The main goal of the research in this chapter was to calculate the constituent heavy-light
diquark mass using QSR, so as to provide a QCD-based test of the constituent diquark models
used in Refs. [84, 10]. Constituent masses of diquarks composed of light quarks only were
determined in Refs. [42, 67, 129, 126]. In Ref. [125] heavy-light diquarks with JP = 0+ , 1+
were studied using QSR, however, only leading-order perturbative contributions to the OPE
were considered. The research presented in this chapter builds upon the work of Ref. [125] by
including next-to-leading order perturbative contributions and diquarks with JP = 0− , 1−.
4.2 Results
The correlation function and currents used to study heavy-light diquarks with JP = 0± , 1±
are given by
Π
(
Q2
)
= i
∫
d4x eiq·x〈Ω|T [ Jα (x)Sαω [x , 0] J†ω (0) ] |Ω〉 , (4.2)
where α, ω are color indices. The heavy-light diquark currents are
Jα = αβγQ
T
βCOqγ , (4.3)
where the Lorentz structures O = γ5 , I , γµ , γµγ5 respectively probe scalar
(
JP = 0+
)
, pseu-
doscalar (0−), axial vector (1+), and vector (1−) heavy-light diquarks [42, 67]. In Eq. (4.3)
C is the charge conjugation operator (A.4), T denotes the transpose, Q is a heavy (charm
or bottom) quark field, and q is a light quark field. The axial vector and vector correlation
functions are given by
Π(A,V) (q) =
1
d− 1
(
qµqν
q2
− gµν
)
Π(A,V)µν (q) , (4.4)
where the number of spacetime dimensions d is kept arbitrary because dimensional regular-
ization is used. The correlation function in Eq. (4.2) includes a path-ordered exponential,
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also known as a Schwinger string, defined as
Sαω [x , 0] = P exp
[
ig
λaαω
2
∫ x
0
dzµ Aaµ (z)
]
, (4.5)
where P denotes path-ordering and g is the strong coupling. In Ref. [42] the correlation
function (4.2) was calculated for diquarks composed of light quarks, and it was demonstrated
that the correlation function is gauge invariant to next-to-leading order in the strong coupling.
Because physical observables are gauge invariant, only gauge invariant correlation functions
can be used in QSR analyses. Therefore, in order to extract physically meaningful heavy-
light diquark masses, it is crucial to verify the gauge invariance of the heavy-light diquark
correlation function. In this chapter we perform an explicit calculation that confirms that
Eq. (4.2) is gauge invariant to next-to-leading order in the strong coupling. Using a straight
line geometry, the Schwinger string is given by
Sαω [x , 0] = δαω + ig
λaαω
2
∫ 1
0
dξAaµ (ξx)x
µ +O (g2) . (4.6)
The first term in Eq. (4.6) simply generates a trace over the colour indices in the correlation
function (4.2). However, the second term in Eq. (4.6) leads to a non-trivial contribution.
Note that this term is not calculated in the leading-order analysis performed in Ref. [125].
In order to verify that the heavy-light correlation function is gauge invariant, all calculations
must be performed in a general covariant gauge. That is, the gauge parameter a in the gluon
propagator (1.39) must be retained in all calculations.
The next-to-leading order perturbative contributions to the heavy-light diquark correla-
tion function also introduce gauge dependent terms. In this chapter it is shown that the
gauge dependent contributions of the Schwinger string (4.6) exactly cancel the gauge de-
pendence in the next-to-leading order perturbative contribution. Therefore the heavy-light
diquark correlation function (4.2) is gauge invariant to next-to-leading order in the strong
coupling and can be utilized in QSR to determine the heavy-light diquark mass.
Once the gauge invariance of the heavy-light diquark correlation has been established
the bare correlation function must be renormalized. This can be achieved by renormalizing
the heavy quark mass and the diquark current, whose renormalization factor is calculated
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in Chapter 5. The renormalization can be implemented using the methods discussed in
Chapter 1. However, in order to perform the renormalization in a self-consistent fashion,
renormalization-induced contributions must be included. In practical terms this means that
the explicit O () terms in the leading order perturbative contribution must be calculated.
These terms can be calculated using the loop integration methods discussed in Chapter 2.
After the correlation function has been renormalized, the imaginary part is needed for the
QSR analysis. A closed form expression for the imaginary part can be determined using
methods discussed in Chapter 2.
Mass predictions were successfully extracted for all positive parity diquarks. However,
mass predictions could not be extracted for any negative parity diquarks due to instabilities
in those sum rules. The scalar and axial vector charm-light diquark masses were found to
be 1.86± 0.05 GeV and 1.87± 0.10 GeV, respectively. These mass predictions are degenerate
within uncertainty as expected by heavy quark symmetry and in excellent agreement with the
constituent charm-light diquark mass of 1.93 GeV predicted by Maiani et al. [84]. Similarly,
the scalar and axial vector bottom-light diquark masses were both found to be 5.08±0.04 GeV,
which is in reasonable agreement with the mass of 5.20 GeV determined by Ali et al. [10].
Therefore, these heavy-light diquark mass predictions support interpreting the X(3872) and
the Yb (10890) as tetraquarks. This QCD-based test supports the constituent diquark model
of tetraquarks, and provides indirect support for the tetraquark interpretation of the charged
heavy quarkonium-like states Z±c (3895), Z
±
b (10610) and Z
±
b (10650).
The research presented in this chapter will contribute to the ongoing effort to understand
the X(3872), Yb (10890) and the electrically charged heavy quarkonium-like states. There
are several technical challenges that are involved in calculating the next-to-leading order
perturbative contributions to the heavy-light diquark correlation function. Although only
the imaginary part of the correlation function is required for the QSR analysis, the entire
correlation function must be calculated in order to properly deal with the gauge invariance
and renormalization issues that arise in this calculation. The loop integration techniques
discussed in Chapter 2 are essential for this. In order to verify that the heavy-light diquark
correlation function is gauge invariant, and hence is suitable for use in a QSR analysis, the
entire correlation function must be calculated in a general covariant gauge. In addition, the
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entire correlation function is needed in order to renormalize the next-to-leading order pertur-
bative contributions. The research in this chapter develops a renormalization methodology
that can be applied to next-to-leading order QSR calculations. Key features of this method-
ology are the renormalization of the diquark current, which is discussed in Chapter 5, and
the generation of renormalization-induced contributions to the correlation function.
4.3 Published Article
The Heavy-light diquark article was published in Physical Review D in 2013. Links to the
published journal article and preprint are included below.
• R.T. Kleiv, T.G. Steele, Ailin Zhang, and Ian Blokland, Heavy-light diquark masses
from QCD sum rules and constituent diquark models of tetraquarks, Phys. Rev. D87
(2013) 125018, arXiv:1304.7816 [hep-ph].
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Chapter 5
Scalar Diquark Operator Renormalization
5.1 Introduction
The research in this chapter is based upon the publication:
• R.T. Kleiv and T.G. Steele, Two-loop QCD renormalization and anomalous dimension
of the scalar diquark operator, J. Phys. G38 (2011) 025001.
In QSR calculations hadronic states are probed by currents which are composite local
operators constructed from quark and gluon fields. As discussed in Chapter 1, composite
operators can mix under renormalization with operators of lower dimension and the same
quantum numbers. This presents a significant challenge to extending QSR studies to higher
orders. However, some composite operators are protected from this mixing by the fact that
there are no lower dimensional operators with which they could mix. Such operators must
renormalize multiplicatively, and the renormalization factor can be determined using the
methods described in Chapter 1. Therefore it is much easier to perform higher order QSR
analyses using operators that do not mix under renormalization.
An example of a composite operator that does not mix under renormalization is the scalar
diquark operator, which is given by
Jdα = αβγQ
T
βCγ5qγ (5.1)
where the notation used here is identical to that of Eq. (4.3). The current couples to diquarks
with JP = 0+. However, because diquarks have a net colour there are no lower dimensional
operators that could mix with the scalar diquark current (5.1). Therefore, the scalar diquark
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operator must renormalize multiplicatively. The publication above (Ref. [70]) determines the
renormalization factor of the scalar
(
JP = 0+
)
diquark operator to second (two-loop) order
in the strong coupling α. This builds upon the work of Ref. [42], which gives the scalar
diquark renormalization factor to first order.
5.2 Results
The renormalization factor of the scalar diquark operator can be determined by considering
the correlation function
Γd = 〈Ω|T [Q (x) Jd (0) q (y)] |Ω〉 , (5.2)
where Jd is the scalar diquark operator (5.1) and colour indices have been omitted for brevity.
The correlation function can be calculated using the perturbative expansion (1.19) in mo-
mentum space with the external quark propagators amputated. Because we are calculating a
renormalization factor which is momentum independent, the diquark operator inserted into
Eq. (5.2) can be taken to have zero momentum without loss of generality. We will use the
MS renormalization scheme which is mass independent so we can work in the chiral limit,
ignoring the quark masses in Eq. (5.2). The bare and renormalized correlation functions are
related by
ΓdR (q ;mR , aR , αR) = lim
→0
[
Zd Z
−1
2F Γ
d
B (q ;mB , aB , αB)
]
. (5.3)
As discussed in Chapter 1, the scalar diquark renormalization factor Zd is the additional
renormalization factor that is required in order to evaluate the limit in Eq. (5.3). This
relationship can be used to calculate the scalar diquark operator renormalization factor Zd
to any order in the coupling α.
In order to calculate scalar diquark operator renormalization factor, it is helpful to exploit
the similarity between the scalar diquark and scalar meson operators. The scalar meson
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operator renormalizes as
Js = Q¯q , [Js]R = Zm [J
s]B , (5.4)
where Zm corresponds to the quark mass renormalization factor in the MS scheme and this
expression is valid to all orders in the coupling α. The renormalization factor Zm is given
to O (α2) in Ref. [97]. Equivalently, the scalar meson operator renormalization factor can be
calculated directly using the relation
ΓsR (q ;mR , aR , αR) = lim
→0
[
Zm Z
−1
2F Γ
s
B (q ;mB , aB , αB)
]
, (5.5)
where Γs is a correlation function similar to that in Eq. (5.2), except with a zero momentum
insertion of Js rather than Jd. Because the scalar diquark (5.1) and scalar meson (5.4) oper-
ators are very similar in structure, the correlation functions given in Eqs. (5.3) and (5.5) are
closely related. In fact, to any order in perturbation theory, each diagram contributing to the
scalar diquark correlation function is proportional to a corresponding diagram contributing to
the scalar meson operator. This relationship and the known two loop expression for the scalar
meson operator renormalization factor provide a useful benchmark for the direct calculation
of the scalar diquark renormalization factor via Eq. (5.3). At one-loop order, there is only
one diagram that contributes to each correlation function, so the one-loop renormalization
factors are proportional. However, at two-loop order there are eleven Feynman diagrams that
contribute to each correlation function. Thus the simple proportionality between the scalar
diquark and scalar meson operator renormalization factors does not persist at two-loop level.
The complete expression for the two-loop scalar diquark renormalization factor in the MS
scheme is determined to be
Zd = 1 +
α
pi
[
3− a
6
]
+
(α
pi
)2 [1

(
1545− 40nf
2880
− a
8
− a
2
64
)
+
1
2
(
234− 12nf
288
− 17a
96
− 5a
2
288
)]
,
(5.6)
where a is the covariant gauge parameter, nf is the number of quark flavours and dimensional
regularization with d = 4 + 2 has been used.
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The two-loop scalar diquark operator renormalization factor given in Eq. (5.6) can be used
to extend existing QSR studies of diquarks to higher order. It is possible that these higher
order corrections could have a significant effect on QSR mass predictions for diquarks. Note
that the renormalization factor was calculated in the MS renormalization scheme, where all
quark flavours renormalize in the same way. Therefore the renormalization factor determined
in Ref. [70] applies to all scalar diquark operators, regardless of the flavour of the quarks
composing the diquark operator. In Chapter 4, mass predictions were determined for heavy-
light diquarks with JP = 0± , 1±. The unknown renormalization factors for the pseudoscalar
(0−), axial vector (1+) and vector (1−) diquark operators were determined by utilizing the
one-loop relationship between diquark and quark meson operators established in this chapter.
Although this research presented in this chapter is not directly relevant to the heavy
quarkonium-like states, it has been applied in the QSR study of heavy-light diquarks in
Chapter 4. The renormalization of the diquark current is an essential aspect of the renor-
malization methodology used in Chapter 4. In order to calculate the two-loop scalar diquark
operator renormalization factor, a large number of loop integrals must be calculated. Because
the MS renormalization scheme is mass independent, these integrals can be evaluated in the
chiral limit. The loop integration methods discussed in Chapter 2 are needed in order to
evaluate these integrals. Finally, the result presented here for the two-loop scalar diquark
renormalization factor could permit higher order QSR studies of scalar diquarks.
5.3 Published Article
The two-loop scalar diquark renormalization paper was published in the Journal of Physics
G in 2011. Note that a corrigendum correcting a minor error was published in the same
journal in 2012. Links to the preprint, published article and corrigendum are included below.
• R.T. Kleiv and T.G. Steele, Two-loop QCD renormalization and anomalous dimension
of the scalar diquark operator, J. Phys. G38 (2011) 025001; Corrigendum ibid J. Phys.
G39 (2012) 039501, arXiv:1010.2971 [hep-ph].
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Chapter 6
Mixing of Scalar Gluonium and Quark Mesons
6.1 Introduction
The research in this chapter is based upon the publication:
• D. Harnett, R.T. Kleiv, K. Moats and T.G. Steele, Near-maximal mixing of scalar
gluonium and quark mesons: a Gaussian sum-rule analysis, Nucl. Phys. A850 (2011)
110.
The publication above (Ref. [59]) explores mixing between scalar
(
JPC = 0++
)
glueballs
and quark mesons. As described in Chapter 1, glueballs (or gluonia) are hadrons that are
composed entirely of gluons. The scalar glueball is predicted to be the lightest glueball,
with a mass in the range of approximately 1.0− 1.7 GeV. The heavy quarkonium-like states
have masses in the range 3.8− 4.7 GeV, therefore the research in this chapter is not directly
relevant to the heavy quarkonium-like states. Rather, the research in this chapter is related
to the problem of the light scalar mesons. Below 2.0 GeV, there are too many hadrons with
JPC = 0++ to be explained in terms of conventional mesons. It is widely suspected that
some of these supernumerary states could be exotic hadrons, with the scalar glueball among
them. The research in this chapter considers the possibility that some of the light scalars
could be mixtures of a glueball and a conventional quark meson. Refs. [87, 96] review the
current experimental and theoretical status of glueballs.
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6.2 Results
The emphasis of this chapter is on the field-theoretic aspects of the publication above. As
mentioned in Chapter 1, multiple currents may couple to a single hadronic state. For instance,
consider a state |h〉 that couples to both scalar meson and glueball currents:
〈Ω|Jq|h〉 6= 0 , 〈Ω|Jg|h〉 6= 0 . (6.1)
Hadrons that couple to multiple currents can be studied within QSR using non-diagonal cor-
relation functions. In this case the non-diagonal correlation function contains scalar glueball
and quark meson currents
Πgq
(
Q2
)
= i
∫
d4x eiq·x 〈Ω|T [ Jg (x) Jq (0) ] |Ω〉 , Q2 = −q2 , (6.2)
Jq = mq
(
u¯u+ d¯d
)
, Jg = αG
2 , G2 = GaµνG
µν
a . (6.3)
This correlation function can be calculated using the perturbative expansion (1.19) and the
OPE (1.99) as usual. However, the leading order contribution to the perturbative Wilson
coefficient contains a non-local divergence. Because this divergence arises at leading order,
it cannot be canceled through a multiplicative renormalization.
This problem can be solved by considering the renormalization of the composite operator
representing the scalar glueball current, which mixes with the scalar meson current under
renormalization. The renormalized scalar glueball operator is given by
G2R =
[
1 +
1

α
pi
(
11
4
− nf
6
)]
G2B −
4

α
pi
[
muu¯u+mdd¯d
]
B
, (6.4)
where nf is the number of quark flavours and the subscripts R and B denote renormalized
and bare quantities, respectively. [97, 89]. The renormalized scalar glueball operator must be
used in order to renormalize the non-diagonal correlation function (6.3). Note the appearance
of the second term in Eq. (6.4) which is divergent and proportional to the scalar meson
current. This arises due to operator mixing and must be included in the QSR analysis.
This term amounts to a renormalization-induced contribution to the non-diagonal correlation
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function, and serves to precisely cancel the non-local divergence that appears in the bare
non-diagonal correlation function. The renormalized non-diagonal correlation function is
free of divergences, as it must be. This represents the perturbative contribution to the
OPE of the non-diagonal correlation function (6.3), and hence represents purely perturbative
contributions to the mixing between scalar mesons and gluonia.
The research presented in this chapter emphasizes the renormalization methodology used
in QSR analyses. In particular, the composite local operators used to represent currents
that probe hadronic states can mix under renormalization. Divergent terms that appear at
leading order in the expansion of Wilson coefficients cannot be renormalized multiplicatively
and hence must be due to operator mixing. Conversely, when divergent terms appear in higher
order terms in the Wilson coefficients, such as in Chapter (4) they can be removed through
a multiplicative renormalization. In both cases renormalization-induced contributions are
generated and must be included. The loop integration techniques developed in Chapter 2
are needed in order to perform these calculations. In addition, the techniques used here have
been extended to investigate mixing effects among the heavy quarkonium-like states [32].
6.3 Published Article
The scalar glueball and quark meson mixing paper was published in Nuclear Physics A in
2011. Links to the preprint and published journal versions are included below.
• D. Harnett, R.T. Kleiv, K. Moats and T.G. Steele, Near-maximal mixing of scalar
gluonium and quark mesons: a Gaussian sum-rule analysis, Nucl. Phys. A850 (2011)
110, arXiv:0804.2195 [hep-ph].
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
Heavy quarkonium spectroscopy is a rapidly changing field, both experimentally and
theoretically. In recent years many heavy quarkonium-like states have been discovered by
the Babar, Belle, BES-III, CDF, CLEO, D0, and LHCb experiments. It is entirely possible
that more heavy quarkonium-like states will be discovered by these experiments, or by new
experiments being planned such as Belle-II [15] and PANDA [83]. The heavy quarkonium
sector provides perhaps the most promising “hunting ground” for exotic hadrons. Firm
theoretical predictions for the properties of exotic hadrons are needed in order to determine
the true nature of the heavy quarkonium-like states.
The main theme of research presented in this thesis has been to utilize QSR techniques to
determine mass predictions for exotic hadrons that could exist among the heavy quarkonium-
like states. This work has direct implications for the XYZ states. In Chapter 3 the mass of
the JPC = 0−+ charmonium hybrid was found to be 3.82±0.13 GeV, which is compatible with
the Y (3940). In Ref. [5] it was suggested that this particle could be a charmonium hybrid,
and the mass prediction extracted in Chapter 3 is compatible with this interpretation. More
experimental work is needed to establish the JPC quantum numbers of this state. Similarly,
the 1++ charmonium hybrid mass was predicted to be 5.13 ± 0.25 GeV in Chapter 3. The
LHCb collaboration has confirmed that the X(3872) has JPC = 1++ [2], therefore the mass
prediction in Chapter 3 helps to rule out the pure charmonium hybrid interpretation of this
state [77]. In Chapter 4 the JP = 0+ and 1+ charm-light diquark masses were predicted
to be 1.86 ± 0.05 GeV and 1.87 ± 0.10 GeV. In Ref. [84] the X(3872) was interpreted as a
tetraquark using a constituent diquark model. The JP = 0+ and 1+ charm-light diquark
masses were determined to be 1.93 GeV, which is compatible with the mass predictions
extracted in Chapter 4. This agreement provides QCD support for the predictions of the
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constituent diquark model developed in Ref. [84]. In particular, this agreement provides
indirect support for the tetraquark interpretation of the Z±c (3895). The J
P = 0+ and 1+
bottom-light diquark masses were also extracted in Chapter 4, finding a common mass of
5.08± 0.04 GeV. This is in reasonable agreement with the constituent bottom-light diquark
mass of 5.20 GeV determined from a constituent diquark model of the Yb (10890) in Ref. [10].
Therefore the bottom-light diquark mass prediction extracted in Chapter 4 supports the
tetraquark interpretations of the Yb (10890), Z
±
b (10610) and Z
±
b (10650).
A secondary theme in this research has been renormalization methodology. QSR cal-
culations involve correlation functions of composite local operators. The renormalization
of these composite operators can significantly complicate QSR calculations. In Chapter 4,
next-to-leading order perturbative contributions to the heavy-light diquark correlation func-
tion were calculated. In order to renormalize these contributions the heavy quark mass and
diquark current must be renormalized. The scalar diquark operator renormalization factor
was determined in Chapter 5. A QSR analysis of mixing between scalar mesons and gluo-
nium was performed in Chapter 6. The leading order perturbative contribution to the bare
non-diagonal correlation function was found to contain a non-local divergence. This problem
was resolved through the use of the renormalized scalar glueball operator, which mixes under
renormalization with the scalar meson operator. The renormalization induced contributions
of the scalar meson operator served to cancel the divergence in the bare non-diagonal corre-
lation function. The research in Chapters 4 and 6 illustrates the two distinct ways in which
composite operator renormalization can complicate QSR calculations: it can be required in
leading order contributions due to operator mixing or in higher order contributions due to
the multiplicative renormalization of the current being used.
The QSR calculations in this thesis have largely been concerned with heavy quarkonium-
like states that contain heavy quarks. Unlike calculations that involve only light quarks whose
masses can be neglected, the heavy quark mass cannot be ignored. In practice this means
that loop integrals that involve heavy quarks are much more complicated than those that
involve only light quarks. The loop integration techniques developed in Chapter 2 are crucial
to the QSR analyses in Chapters 3 and 4. In addition, the renormalization methodology used
in Chapters 4 and 6 is dependent upon the loop integration methods discussed in Chapter 2.
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The research presented in this thesis can be extended in several ways. First, the QSR
studies of JPC = 1++ and 0−+ heavy quarkonium hybrids in Chapter 3 have been extended
to additional JPC channels in Ref. [33]. This will provide useful information regarding the
spectrum of heavy quarkonium hybrids, enabling a comparison between QSR and lattice QCD
predictions [78]. Second, the heavy-light diquark analysis in Chapter 4 can be generalized
to doubly-heavy diquarks, which could be used to study heavy baryons as well as doubly-
charmed or doubly-bottomed tetraquarks. Third, the scalar diquark operator renormalization
factor determined in Chapter 5 could be used to extend existing QSR studies of scalar
diquarks to higher orders. Finally, the renormalization methodology applied to the mixing
between scalar mesons and gluonia in Chapter 6 can be applied to study possible mixing
among the heavy quarkonium-like states. These methods have been used to study mixing
between heavy quarkonium hybrids and four-quark states in Ref. [32].
The unanticipated XYZ states have heralded a golden age in hadron spectroscopy. In or-
der to determine if any of these states are exotic hadrons, theoretical calculations are needed
to clearly establish the expected properties of exotic hadrons that may coexist with heavy
quarkonia. The QSR method is a powerful, QCD-based technique that can be used to perform
these calculations. To date, there have been many QSR studies of heavy quarkonium-like
states. However most of these have focused on four-quark states and have only included lead-
ing order perturbative contributions in the OPE. It is desirable to extend QSR calculations
to higher order so that more complete and accurate predictions for the properties of exotic
hadrons can be obtained. In order to do so, the renormalization methodology and loop in-
tegration techniques discussed in this thesis are essential. The techniques used in this thesis
can be used to extract more accurate QSR predictions of the properties of exotic hadrons and
therefore aid in efforts to determine the true natures of the heavy quarkonium-like states.
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Appendix A
Conventions
For brevity four-vectors are often written without a Lorentz index, that is, it is to be un-
derstood that x = (x0 , x1 , x2 , x3). When used, three-vectors are denoted as x = (x1 , x2 , x3).
The following convention is used for the four-dimensional Minkowski space metric:
gµν =

1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1

, gµν p
µkν = p · k = p0k0 − p · k . (A.1)
In d-dimensions, the metric is defined such that gµνgµν = d. The Einstein summation conven-
tion is assumed on all indices, that is, a product containing repeated spinor, colour, Lorentz
or SU(3) indices is summed over the full range of the indices. Apart from Lorentz indices,
no distinction is made between raised and lowered indices. That is, Aaµ = Aµa, for instance.
We use the conventions of Ref. [24] for the Dirac gamma matrices. In what follows each
matrix element is itself a two by two matrix (i.e. the two by two identity matrix is denoted
as 1). The specific forms are
γ0 =
 1 0
0 −1
 , γi =
 0 σi
−σi 0
 , i = {1 , 2 , 3} , (A.2)
where σi is a Pauli matrix. In these conventions,
γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3 =
 0 1
1 0
 , (A.3)
from which it follows that (γ5)
2 = 1. Ref. [39] discusses various approaches to defining γ5
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in d-dimensions. In QSR calculations using dimensional regularization it is conventional to
define γ5 such that {γ5 , γµ} = 0 [89]. The charge conjugation operator is defined as
C = iγ2γ0 . (A.4)
The following properties are useful in Chapters 4 and 5:
C−1 = CT = −C , C2 = −1 , CγTµC = γµ , [C , γ5] = 0 , (A.5)
where T denotes the transpose.
Natural units are used, where ~ = c = 1. Using the relativistic invariant it can be shown
that
E2 = (pc)2 +
(
mc2
)2
,
c=1−−→ [E] = [p] = [m] , (A.6)
so that energy, momentum and mass have identical dimensions in this system of units. It is
conventional to chose energy units as the base unit for all quantities. For instance, in natural
units the masses of the electron and proton are approximately 0.511 MeV and 938 MeV,
respectively.
Dimensional analysis in natural units is straightforward. We define [m] = 1, from which
it follows that [E] = [p] = [pµ] = 1. Because momenta and derivatives are related through
Fourier transforms, [∂µ] = [pµ] = 1. From the expression for a plane wave it can be shown
that
eip·x → [p · x] = 0 , → [x] = −1 , (A.7)
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and consequently
[
ddx
]
= −d. By a similar argument it can be shown that
exp
[
i
∫
ddxL
]
→
[∫
ddxL
]
= 0 → [L] = d . (A.8)
This can be used to determine the dimensions of the fields and parameters appearing in the
QCD Lagrangian (1.40). For instance, from the quark term we can show that
[
Q¯γµ∂µQ
]
= d → [Q¯] = [Q] = d− 1
2
, (A.9)
because the Dirac Gamma matrix is dimensionless. From the gluon term we find that
[
Gµνa G
a
µν
]
= d → [Gaµν] = [∂µAaµ] = d2 → [Aaµ] = d− 22 . (A.10)
The units of the coupling can be determined from the quark-gluon interaction term:
[
gQ¯
λa
2
γµAaµQ
]
= d , → [g] = 4− d
2
, (A.11)
because the Gell-Mann matrix is dimensionless. The renormalization scale has [µ] = 1,
therefore
[α] =
[
g2µd−4
]
= 0 , (A.12)
and hence α is an appropriate expansion parameter in d-dimensions.
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Appendix B
Mathematical Functions
This appendix briefly summarizes the relevant properties of the special functions that are
used in Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. The material in Section B.1 is taken from Refs. [101, 7],
that of Section B.2 can be found in Refs. [47, 108, 82, 103], and Ref. [76] contains the material
in Section B.3.
B.1 The Gamma Function
As we have seen, the Gamma function arises frequently in dimensional regularization. A plot
of the Gamma function is shown in Fig. B.1.
-4 -2 2 4
x
-10
-5
5
10
GHxL
Figure B.1: The Gamma function.
The Gamma function provides an extension of the factorial to non-integers:
Γ (n) = (n− 1)! , Γ (z + 1) = zΓ (z) . (B.1)
Γ (z) has a simple pole when its argument is zero or a negative integer, the residue of which
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is
Res Γ (z)|z→−n =
(−1)n
n!
. (B.2)
Note that there is no value of z for which Γ (z) = 0, hence [Γ (z)]−1 is an entire function. An
integral representation is given by
Γ (z) =
∫ ∞
0
dt tz−1e−t , Re(z) > 0 . (B.3)
Using (B.3), it can be shown that Γ
(
1
2
)
=
√
pi. The argument of the Gamma function can
be simplified using the identity
Γ (2z) =
22x−
1
2√
2pi
Γ (z) Γ
(
z +
1
2
)
. (B.4)
In order to construct series expansions of the Gamma function, it is helpful to introduce the
Digamma function
ψ (z) =
1
Γ (z)
d
dz
Γ (z) , (B.5)
and the closely related Polygamma function
ψ(n) (z) =
dn
dzn
ψ (z) . (B.6)
Numerical values of these functions at z = 1 are
ψ (1) = −γE , ψ(n) (1) = (−1)n n! ζ (n+ 1) , (B.7)
where γE ' 0.577 is the Euler-Mascheroni constant and ζ (z) is the Riemann Zeta function.
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Using these results, it is easy to show that
Γ (1 + z) = 1− γEz + 1
2
[
γ2E + ζ (2)
]
z2 +O (z3) . (B.8)
Using (B.1) and (B.8), it can be shown that
Γ (z) =
1
z
− γE + 1
2
[
γ2E + ζ (2)
]
z +O (z2) . (B.9)
The Beta function is defined in terms of the Gamma function as
B (a , b) =
Γ (a) Γ (b)
Γ (a+ b)
. (B.10)
Integral representations of the Beta function are
B (a , b) =
∫ 1
0
dx xa−1 (1− x)b−1 =
∫ ∞
0
dx
xa−1
(1 + x)a+b
. (B.11)
B.2 Hypergeometric Functions
The generalized hypergeometric function is defined as
pFq [a1 , a2 , . . . ap ; b1 , b2 , . . . bq ; z] = pFq
 a1 , a2 , . . . ap
b1 , b2 , . . . bq
z

=
Γ (b1) Γ (b2) . . .Γ (bq)
Γ (a1) Γ (a2) . . .Γ (ap)
∞∑
n=0
Γ (a1 + n) Γ (a2 + n) . . .Γ (ap + n)
Γ (b1 + n) Γ (b2 + n) . . .Γ (bq + n)
zn
n!
,
(B.12)
where the constants ai, bi are called indices and uniquely define each generalized hypergeo-
metric function. From this definition it is clear that the ordering of the indices is irrelevant
and that if any ai = bj (1 ≤ i ≤ p , 1 ≤ j ≤ q), the generalized hypergeometric function
pFq reduces to p−1Fq−1. When p = q + 1, the generalized hypergeometric function has a
branch cut on the interval z ∈ [1 ,∞). Generalized hypergeometric functions can also be
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represented in terms of Mellin-Barnes contour integrals. For instance, the following contour
integral representation
pFq [a1 , a2 , . . . ap ; b1 , b2 , . . . bq ; z]
=
Γ (b1) Γ (b2) . . .Γ (bq)
Γ (a1) Γ (a2) . . .Γ (ap)
∫ i∞
−i∞
ds
2pii
Γ (a1 + s) Γ (a2 + s) . . .Γ (ap + s)
Γ (b1 + s) Γ (b2 + s) . . .Γ (bq + s)
Γ (−s) (−z)s
(B.13)
is completely equivalent to the series representation (B.12). The integral can be evaluated
using the residue theorem, and the integration along the imaginary axis can be shifted to
avoid poles if needed. Note that the Gamma functions of the form Γ (c+ s) have poles in the
left half plane, while the Gamma function Γ (−s) has poles in the right half plane. In order
to reproduce (B.12), the contour should be closed in the right half plane, and the residues
can be calculated using (B.2). If the integration contour is closed appropriately, it can be
shown that all contributions apart from the integration along the imaginary axis are zero.
The proof of this is rather delicate and is not given here (see Refs. [108, 103]). Using (B.13),
we can write
1F0 [n ; ; z] =
1
(1− z)n =
1
Γ (n)
∫ i∞
−∞
ds
2pii
Γ (n+ s) Γ (−s) (−z)s . (B.14)
This identity permits massive propagators to be expressed as contour integrals of massless
propagators and is the foundation of the Mellin-Barnes techniques used in Chapter 2 to
calculate loop integrals with two massive propagators. An important identity for contour
integrals of the form (B.13) is Barnes’ Lemma:
∫ i∞
−∞
ds
2pii
Γ (a+ s) Γ (b+ s) Γ (c+ s) Γ (d+ s) =
Γ (a+ c) Γ (a+ d) Γ (b+ c) Γ (b+ d)
Γ (a+ b+ c+ d)
.
(B.15)
Most special functions encountered in Mathematical Physics can be expressed in terms
of generalized hypergeometric functions (see Ref. [82] for a partial list). The most commonly
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known hypergeometric function is the Gauss hypergeometric function, 2F1 [a , b ; c ; z], of which
the Chebyshev, Gegenbauer, Jacobi and Legendre polynomials are special cases. The Gauss
hypergeometric function has the integral representation
2F1 [a , b ; c ; z] =
Γ (c)
Γ (a) Γ (c− b)
∫ 1
0
dt tb−1 (1− t)c−b−1 (1− tz)−a , Re (c) > Re (b) > 0 .
(B.16)
At z = 1, the Gauss hypergeometric function reduces to
2F1 [a , b ; c ; 1] =
Γ (c) Γ (c− a− b)
Γ (c− a) Γ (c− b) , Re (c− a− b) > 0 . (B.17)
It is interesting to note that there are recurrence relations relating 2F1 [a , b ; c ; z] and the
contiguous functions 2F1 [a± 1 , b± 1 ; c± 1 ; z] (See Ref. [7]). In Ref. [119] it is pointed out
that these are closely related to the generalized recurrence relations discussed in Chapter 2.
B.3 Polylogarithms
In Chapter 2 it was pointed out that loop integrals that include an external momentum
and a mass often lead to generalized hypergeometric functions whose indices of are d-
dependent. Higher order terms in the epsilon expansion of these often involve Polylogarithm
functions [76]. The simplest Polylogarithm is the Dilogarithm, which is defined as
Li2 (z) = −
∫ z
0
ds
log (1− s)
s
, (B.18)
which has the same branch cut as the generalized hypergeometric function (B.12). The
numerical value at z = 1 is given by
Li2 (1) =
pi2
6
. (B.19)
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In general, the Polylogarithm is defined recursively:
Lin (z) =
∫ z
0
ds
Lin−1 (s)
s
, (B.20)
which for n = 3 is called the Trilogarithm. The Dilogarithm satisfies the identity
Li2 (1− z) = pi
2
6
− log (z) log (1− z)− Li2 (z) . (B.21)
The Trilogarithm satisfies a similar identity,
Li3 (1− z) = pi
2
6
log (1− z) + 1
6
log3 (1− z)− 1
2
log2 (1− z) log (z)− Li3 (z)
− Li3
(
z
z − 1
)
+ ζ (3) .
(B.22)
As mentioned previously, the Mathematica package HypExp can perform epsilon expansions
of some generalized hypergeometric functions. This was used in the heavy-light diquark
calculation in Chapter 4. However, when this package was used some functions with an
inappropriate branch cut structure were generated. Using the identities (B.21) and (B.22),
the functions with this branch structure can be canceled identically, and those that remain
have the appropriate branch cut structure.
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